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Abstract 
In the vertebrate retina, neurons process visual signals, generating feature selectivity in their 

activity levels. We use computational models to understand these behaviors by interpreting 

them mathematically. One component of this analysis is the spatial selectivity or receptive field, 

a property found in all visual sensory neurons. The neurons found in the retina can be classified 

into cell types, which share many properties. Some retinal neurons are connected by gap 

junction synapses, which are small pores between their cytoplasms, which convey low-latency 

signals between them. 

I have profiled two types of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs): the F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF. I report 

the discovery of a systematic spatial offset between the ON and OFF receptive subfields in 

F-mini-ON. Surprisingly, this property does not come from spatially offset ON and OFF layer 

dendrites but instead arises from a network of electrical synapses via gap junctions to RGCs of 

a different type, the F-mini-OFF. I show that the asymmetric morphology and connectivity of 

these RGCs can explain their receptive field offset, and I use a multicell model to explore the 

effects of receptive field offset on the precision of edge-location representation in a population. 

This RGC network forms a new electrical channel combining the ON and OFF feedforward 

pathways within the output layer of the retina. 

I also performed a survey of the ganglion cell types of the W3-Thy1 mouse line, aligned to 

complete typology datasets, as a reference for use by the retinal neuroscience community. 
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Introduction 

My projects made contributions to several areas of retinal research: visual feature selectivity, 

receptive fields, and model building; ganglion cell typology; and understanding of gap junction 

roles and physiology. 

Neural Responses to the Visual World 
Feature Selectivity 
Animals need to sense the world to navigate and interact with it. Sensory neurons take 

information into the nervous system about the world that is useful for behavior. The activity 

levels of sensory neurons represent the physical world as presented to it, signals that exist in a 

multi-dimensional feature space, such as frequency for auditory neurons, skin pressure for 

touch neurons, or edge contrast for visual neurons. We can stimulate a cell using parameterized 

stimuli varying along surfaces in these spaces and evaluate the way that our measurements of 

the output respond to changes in stimulus input using a model to estimate internal properties, 

to make observations otherwise impossible. Those models give us an understanding of the 

neuron’s physiological relationship with the sensory input, which forms a spatial receptive field 

(RF) map and feature selectivity.  

The way a visual neuron varies its response with a varying visual stimulus feature parameter is 

called “feature selectivity.” The neuron firing more for a particular value of a visual input 

parameter is it selecting for that value. We assume that the brain has developed to be efficient, 

so to justify having a whole additional set of RGCs we assume that those RGCs must be 

providing some important information about the visual world that is not conveyed by other 
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types. When we can identify the feature selectivity of an RGC type we can develop an 

understanding of its role in visual computation. The core feature selectivity in the retina, shared 

by nearly all neurons, is localized change in light intensity over time. Cells responding to 

increases in intensity are ON, decreases are OFF, and responding to both are ON-OFF. A 

commonly explored feature selectivity is direction selectivity (DS), measured using a visual 

object moving in a parameterized direction (Fig 1A). In a subset of RGCs, the direction selective 

(DS) RGCs (ON-OFF DS Transient, ON DS Sustained), we find consistent across many stimulus 

parameters DS responses, so we use that property to identify and study these neurons (David I. 

Vaney, Sivyer, and Taylor 2012). The observation that the F-mini-ON separable from other RGCs 

by being DS, at low speeds (LSDS), motivated this study originally. Other features studied 

include approaching objects (Münch et al. 2009), object motion relative to the background 

(Baccus et al. 2008), and steady illumination (Jacoby et al. 2015). 

Using Models to Analyze Retinal Neurons 
The neurons in the retina work to encode the visual scene in a spike train, transmitted down the 

optic nerve. Sensory neurons have stimulus-to-response transformations that are stable and 

repeatable. With the visual stimulus and electrophysiology output described mathematically, the 

transformation from the former to the latter can similarly be described mathematically and 

solved and approximated using computers. Systems analysis techniques come to sensory 

neuroscience from physics via electrical engineering, which has applied them to analog 

electronics since the 1940s. These techniques use linear algebra, which can be applied to 

matrices of physical values, like contrast and spike rate, in the dimensions of space and time. 

By linking physical variables to estimated internal states, modeling provides a flexible toolset on 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/tspb
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/tspb
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/x4SO
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/IZl6
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/lqDq
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top of electrophysiology and visual stimulus in order to probe mechanisms deep within a neural 

circuit. 

With the mathematical operations these neurons perform identified, we can use our 

understanding of the math to guide our investigation. Modeling gives researchers a framework 

for investigating neurons: by aiming to more accurately predict the responses of a neuron (a 

quantitative measure) we will also understand it better (a qualitative measure). When we find an 

aspect of the response that is not explained by our model, such as contrast adaptation or the 

omitted stimulus response, we are motivated to discover a new mechanistic component to 

explain it (G. Schwartz and Berry 2008). The model provides the ideal substrate in which to 

explore how that mechanism might function (Gao et al. 2009). Then, for example, we can search 

for an amacrine cell that performs that mechanism. A model with biophysically-approximate 

components lets us make internal measurements that are difficult in live tissue. A model can be 

evaluated in many copies to measure how many neurons might work in concert. 

Fitting a model to the responses of a single real neuron yields a set of descriptive parameters 

for that neuron. We can look at those parameters to learn about a cell’s properties in 

comparison to other types and among its type (Linsenmeier et al. 1982). The generalizability 

and applicability of the resulting model depend on the choice of stimulus and the quality of 

measured responses. The mechanisms that the model can estimate depend on the 

mathematical structure of the model. 

Over time, visual neurons have been modeled using spatiotemporal filters and model structures 

of iteratively higher complexity. Early work used simple full-field stimulus, single linear filter 

steps, and a Poisson spiking threshold output nonlinearity (Baccus and Meister 2002). The next 

steps added gain control and feedback for adaptation, and an integrate-and-fire output 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/tcmS
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/0pVQ
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/NDA5
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/JPh0
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nonlinearity to accurately model spiking (Berry et al. 1999; Pillow et al. 2005). Recent work has 

collected around cascading LN models, having several layers each with gain and feedback (Herz 

et al. 2006). Models with this level of mechanistic complexity give us access to observations of 

activity levels in neurons (Fig 1B) (Real et al. 2017). Research has explored various more 

complex forms of signal mixing, showing that divisive or broadly parametric combination of 

inputs is more accurate than an additive combination (Cui et al. 2016). Very recently, artificial 

neural networks have been used to model RGCs with good accuracy, and this may represent the 

future of retinal electrophysiology modeling (McIntosh et al. 2016). 

Receptive Fields of Ganglion Cells 
That region of visual space in which a change in input changes the response is the receptive 

field (RF). The spatial receptive field is one form of feature selectivity which is present in all 

visual neurons. Measuring the RF is equivalent to building a very simple model, focused only on 

the spatial properties of the neuron.  

Many methods have been used to measure the spatial receptive field of visual neurons, in the 

retina and elsewhere. Each of these methods has benefits and drawbacks, so researchers face 

the task of tool specification and design. Measurement of the RF should be one component of 

an overall model of the neuron to extract the RF map from other spatial integration and 

nonlinear output properties (Fig 1B). 

One powerful method is to use a rapidly-changing random stimulus plus temporal averaging. A 

simple model is applied: a spike at a time is stimulated by the linear combination of the brief 

video clip preceding it. The stimulus regions that cause a particular cell to spike can be 

analyzed to generate a receptive field measurement. A checkerboard white noise stimulus uses 

a Gaussian distribution of contrast values to effect a broad, smooth distribution of 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/gZqd+8MMG
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/VDbp
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/VDbp
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/q8KJ
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/pL8Z
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/hGp6
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spatiotemporal frequencies. That enables the mean of those frames to be an unbiased 

measurement of the RF (Chichilnisky 2001). The noisy checkerboard stimulus can be as large 

as the projector’s display, so RFs of many neurons can be measured simultaneously, an ability 

that makes it the gold standard for MEA recording. The resulting spike-triggered average (STA) 

gives a simple RF measurement for single polarity responding cells (Fig 1C) (Meister, Lagnado, 

and Baylor 1995). Cells with both ON and OFF polarity responses will not resolve using the STA 

technique because their pre-spike stimulus averages to zero, so the correlation of the stimulus 

regions can be analyzed to give an RF measurement (Fairhall et al. 2006; Katz, Viney, and Nikolic 

2016; O. Schwartz et al. 2006). 

The noisy checkerboard is not without drawbacks: it is overall low contrast, and many RGCs are 

strongly suppressed by contrast in their peripheral surrounds. Higher-contrast sparse or 

patterned noise, can be used with a more sophisticated analysis (Kühn and Gollisch 2019; G. W. 

Schwartz et al. 2012; Cao, Merwine, and Grzywacz 2011). Basic electrophysiology typology 

profiling of RGCs includes responses to circles of varying size and contrast. These profiles, 

analyzed with mixture-of-inputs models (typically concentric 1D or 2D Gaussians), give a simple 

measure of RF size (Jacoby and Schwartz 2017). Measurements of responses to drifting 

gratings of varying spatial frequency and offset gives a measure of RF size, inverted. A clever 

method is filtered back projection using short simple stimuli, adapted from CT scanning 

(Johnston et al. 2014). The RF mapping strategy used in this work is a rapidly-flashed small 

spots stimulus and current clamp recording mode, which works well on cells with strong spatial 

surrounds. This was the very first technique used to make RF maps, albeit at a much slower 

speed and lower spatial resolution (Kuffler 1953). More recently, it was used to map the 

subthreshold RFs of ON-OFF Direction Selective (OODS) RGCs (Fig 1D) (S. Trenholm et al. 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/eGJu
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/SbWh
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/SbWh
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/mleP+p868+EwrW
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/mleP+p868+EwrW
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/bQwX+KYVLI+q2mT
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/bQwX+KYVLI+q2mT
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/wNgV
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/o0Aw
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/bxym
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Z1er
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2013). This strategy measures fine details of the receptive field map due to the high-resolution 

positioning of the stimulus spots and the subthreshold activation recording ability of the current 

clamp amplifier. An iterative model building process can find individual cones in the RF of 

primate and rodent RGCs, then closed-loop stimuli can measure the nonlinearity of input 

contribution combination (Fig 1E) (Freeman et al. 2015; Field et al. 2010). To make comparisons 

of the dendritic area and RF area, the stimulus projector and imaging microscope can be aligned 

(Fig 1F) (Brown, He, and Masland 2000). 

Receptive Field Asymmetries and Irregularities 
An RGC receives many types of input, of ON and OFF polarities, high and low frequency, via 

excitatory synapses, inhibitory synapses, and through gap junctions. A model that estimates the 

input from a pathway will be estimating input from one or two cell types. In the F-mini-ON, for 

example the ON input comes from ON bipolar cells. The ON pathway RF, then, is a combination 

of the RFs of those bipolar cells, which are themselves combinations of the RFs of the 

photoreceptors. At each stage, a smooth optimized relationship exists between the physical 

position of the cell and the receptive field. This generates an overall correspondence between 

cell location and RF location called the retinotopic map. In the retina, most RF maps are 

assumed to be well aligned between their various input types, because those are received 

through the dendrites, which have a fixed location in the retina (Brown, He, and Masland 2000). 

Original work on estimating the RF of visual neurons assumed centered smooth Gaussian RF 

shapes, which remains a good first-order approximation of many cell types, such as the Midget 

ganglion cells in primate, where input is primarily from a single cone (Kolb and Dekorver 1991). 

Recent work, enabled by increased stimulus resolution, shows that some cells have atypical RF 

structures. The ON Delayed RGC has extra-dendritic excitation, that is, with an RF retinotopically 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Z1er
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/eWr5+yEk5
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Ql4x
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Ql4x
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/MLoK
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outside the area covered by its dendrites (Mani and Schwartz 2017). The PixON RGC has a 

missing surround from the center (Johnson, Zhao, and Kerschensteiner 2018). Smooth 

monostratified RGC RFs are irregularly shaped, with subregions of greater sensitivity, each 

having slightly varying spike waveforms (Fig 1) (Rhoades et al. 2019). In OODS RGCs, the 

inhibitory surround is offset to the null side, which acts as a mechanism for DS (Wei et al. 2011). 

Each RGC type aims to represent the visual field smoothly and completely, so spatial RFs of 

RGCs of the same type tile visual space (Fig 1G) (Wassle, Peichl, and Boycott 1981; Gauthier et 

al. 2009; D. I. Vaney 1994; Devries and Baylor 1997; Rhoades et al. 2019). At a sufficient 

stimulus and measurement quality, inhomogeneities will be apparent within the RFs of most 

RGCs, because they are composed of input from discrete spatially-separate upstream neurons 

(G. W. Schwartz et al. 2012; Freeman et al. 2015). My work reports on a specific case of 

asymmetric receptive fields in two types of mouse RGCs, and the effect of those RF properties 

on feature selectivity, using parametrically specified single and multi cell models. 

In the visual cortex, simple cells are found which have multiple regions of their RF with different 

polarity. This spatially offset ON and OFF subfields result from input from ON and OFF LGN 

relay cells, which themselves receive input from ON and OFF RGCs. This RF effect is similar to 

that found in the F-mini RGCs, where the retinotopic locations of the input cells are offset. 

Responses to visual edges having contrast areas aligning with the offset RF subfields are 

increased, which creates an orientation and position selectivity for edges. This preference for a 

particular small edge is iteratively combined within the visual cortex to generate selectivity for 

textures, objects, depth, scenes, & c (Hubel and Wiesel 1959, 1962). 

 

Figure 1: Neural Responses to the Visual World 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/px0h
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/vbrv
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/3aQ9
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Xhqv
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/XUrRX+oB0Fy+1wHj+0bEs+3aQ9
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/XUrRX+oB0Fy+1wHj+0bEs+3aQ9
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/KYVLI+eWr5
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/WgzM+Sfrn
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A. Spiking responses (left) and direction selection polar plot (right) of spike count to a moving 
bar of varying direction angle, showing strong direction selectivity (Taylor et al. 2000). B. (left) 
Basic structure of the vertebrate retina with model components that capture their 
electrophysiological behavior. (center) A diagram of an advanced linear-nonlinear model with 
spatiotemporal filters, delays, feedback gain, and a nonlinear output. (right) RFs as measured by 
extracting spatial components of a model fit to the responses of an RGC. (Real et al. 2017). C. 
Simple RF measurements of neighboring RGCs using white noise flickering checkerboards and 
a spike-triggered analysis (Meister, Lagnado, and Baylor 1995). D. RF maps generated by 
subthreshold current clamp measurement of ON-OFF direction selective RGCs, comparing 
between similar gap junction coupled and uncoupled types (S. Trenholm et al. 2013). E. Very 
high resolution RF maps of four types of primate RGCs showing individual cone input RFs as 
highlight spots (Field et al. 2010). F. (left) Technique of microscopy alignment between stimulus 
and RGC morphology. (right) The RF that same RGC with the soma position marked in yellow 
(Brown, He, and Masland 2000). G. The RF maps of a complete population of primate RGCs in a 
small area showing smooth uniformity of RF coverage (Rhoades et al. 2019). 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/cQwQ
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/q8KJ
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/SbWh
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Z1er
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/yEk5
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Ql4x
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/3aQ9
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Retinal Cell Typology 
Classifying retinal neurons into unique types 
The retina aims to achieve consistent encoding of the visual world with eye movements and 

visual object motion, so it is mostly self-similar across its surface. To achieve this consistency, 

it consists of a fixed set of circuits that are repeated many times. That fixed circuitry gives rise 

to cell types, which are sets of neurons that develop the same way and function the same way in 

each iteration of the circuit across the retina. To understand the neural circuitry of the retina, we 

need to identify each unique cell type and its properties and role. 

Research in the retina has led the process of identifying cell types and developing classification 

methods. This can be attributed to the particular characteristics of the tissue. The retina is 

small and separated from the rest of the central nervous system by a narrow information 

channel, which limits its circuitry in complexity. As early-order sensory neurons, retinal neurons 

have a clear light response encoding purpose, so their visual stimulus responses and sensory 

processing layer structure are informative for classification. 

My work continues on this path of retinal type mapping by profiling two types of neurons with a 

fascinating connection property, and classifying the cell types found in a fluorescently-labeled 

subset of neurons determined by a neuronal promoter. I also aim to help others use this 

classification data to do better research. Access to specific cell typology makes observations of 

circuit measurement patterns clearer and more accurate. 

Neurons in the retina fall into five major classes: photoreceptors (PR), horizontal cells (HC), 

bipolar cells (BC), amacrine cells (AC), and ganglion cells (GC). Within each larger class we find 

narrower cell types, serving similar roles with their microcircuits. The number of types within 
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each class varies moderately by species. In mice, we find: 2 types of PRs (Bowmaker, Loew, and 

Ott 2005; T. Baden and Osorio 2019), 1 HC (Peichl and González-Soriano 1994), ~15 BCs 

(Shekhar et al. 2016), ~50 ACs (Yan et al. 2020), ~45 GCs (Yan et al. 2020; Tran et al. 2019). 

What we may call a unique type exhibits a narrow subset of properties across many forms of 

measurements. In parameterized form, we approximate it as normal using the law of large 

numbers. Consistent separation from other types when multiple measurement forms are used 

gives confidence in reaching unique type status. This increasing inventory of stable types 

enables work from many labs with independent sets of techniques to converge on the 

knowledge of unique types and develop circuit knowledge more effectively together. Regions 

with broadly type-intravarying classes like in the mammalian cortex probably have a 

correspondingly complex connectivity ruleset to interpret. The retina presents tractable circuit 

dissection problems, and the clear views we get help us develop our methods. Next stage 

advances in retinal measurement will give us the complete and confident set of unique types. 

We’ll make more extensive studies looking at how various classes and their relationships vary 

over animals, then across species. 

A variety of labs have aimed to categorize the complete set of RGC types in the retina, using 

various methods. Classifying visual neurons by their light stimulus responses is a long-standing 

method for typology in the retina. Some labs have used wide-field calcium imaging or single cell 

electrophysiology, plus light stimulus movies, to classify cells. A set of simple stimuli are 

presented (spots of multiple sizes, a frequency-sweep chirp, and a binary noise grid), and the 

neuronal responses are classified by eye and by machine learning classifiers (Fig 2A, B) (Tom 

Baden et al. 2016; Nath and Schwartz 2016; Jacoby and Schwartz 2017; Mani and Schwartz 

2017; Farrow and Masland 2011). Morphology from electron microscopy volumetric data and 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/B17V+nn4P
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/B17V+nn4P
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/38Mn
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/WAuX
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/2Q2G
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/2Q2G+1gOW
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Q41z+7vJp+wNgV+px0h+MTSs
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Q41z+7vJp+wNgV+px0h+MTSs
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/Q41z+7vJp+wNgV+px0h+MTSs
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light responses via wide-field Ca2+ imaging in mice were used by the Seung Lab for RGC 

classification. That dataset was large enough to require a combined online team effort and 

customized computer algorithms. The resulting dataset is presented in the Eyewire Museum 

website, which I used in my work to measure stratification offsets (Fig 2C) (Bae et al. 2018). 

Electron microscopy volume data has the potent properties of complete sampling, 

connectomics, and multi-cell morphologies. Similar morphology work has also been performed 

with light microscopy images (Sümbül et al. 2014; Coombs et al. 2006). Or, simple soma size 

can be used to identify the alpha RGC types (Krieger et al. 2017). The Sanes lab has used 

primarily genetic methods to produce several large classifications of amacrine and ganglion cell 

types in the mouse (Fig 2D) (Yan et al. 2020; Tran et al. 2019; Badea and Nathans 2011). 

Together, these typology studies are converging onto a complete set of unique types. 

Typology-Guided RGC Studies 
With precise knowledge of the unique cell types, we can target them for investigation, looking to 

understand their physiology and connectivity. The task of identifying the types of RGCs in live 

tissue can be accomplished in several ways. The two most common methods are using an 

animal with a subset of neurons selectively labeled by gene expression and identifying neurons 

in wild-type retinas by light response electrophysiology. 

The Cre/LoxP system is one of several ways to generate selective genetic fluorescent labeling 

of neurons. In a Cre/LoxP recombination mouse line, two components are brought together: the 

Cre protein and a specially encoded secondary protein, typically (for typology) a fluorescent 

reporter. Either the Cre or the secondary protein can be expressed selectively in a subset of 

cells. In only those cells carrying both the encoded protein DNA and the expressed Cre protein 

will there be expression of the reporter, which can be visualized in fluorescence microscopy. 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/PKTG
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/YHYt+DrRJ
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/PsQP
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/2Q2G+1gOW+yFlK
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This labeled subset of cells can be targeted selectively in experiments (Ivanova, Hwang, and 

Pan 2010). Several of these mouse lines have been used for retinal neuron typology and 

investigation. The Hb9 line labels a single type, the dorsal-motion encoding ON-OFF DS (Fig 2E) 

(S. Trenholm et al. 2013). The Grik4 line labels the PixON RGC type (Johnson, Zhao, and 

Kerschensteiner 2018). The PV line labels seven RGC types (Katz, Viney, and Nikolic 2016), and 

the W3 line approximately nine (see W3 chapter), which make these lines less straightforward to 

use for targeting. Research understanding the roles of amacrine cells in retinal circuits has been 

aided as well by these labeled lines, such as the ChAT, nNOS, TH, VG3, and CRH lines (Tahnbee 

Kim and Kerschensteiner 2017; Jacoby et al. 2018, 2015; Sethuramanujam et al. 2017).  

Relying on the availability of Cre or other genetic lines hampers the experimenter’s access to 

most RGC types. Identification for targeting of other RGC types in wild-type retina can be done 

with sufficient experimenter knowledge and skill. An interactive process of visual stimuli is 

used. Some RGC types can be identified quickly in cell-attached recordings: ON-OFF DS RGCs 

for example have vertically-centered spikes and return highly direction selective responses to 

moving bars, which is unlike any other type. This is not the case for many cell types, which 

appear to have similar light responses. The F-mini-ON was originally found to be a unique type 

when its low-speed DS properties were used to identify it in the Schwartz Lab. The physiology of 

the F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGC types has only been described briefly; my work aims to 

create a more complete examination of these types and explore their particular behaviors. 

Enabling this improved and straightforward WT typology strategy is excellent experimental 

repeatability and precision, as evidenced by the Schwartz lab, which has produced profiles of 

the HD1, HD2, and UHD (Fig 2F) (Jacoby and Schwartz 2017), ON and OFF OS (Nath and 

Schwartz 2016, 2017), Suppressed-by-Contrast (Jacoby et al. 2015), and ON Delayed RGCs 
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(Mani and Schwartz 2017). Within the Schwartz lab, light levels, stimulus shapes, cell 

conditions, electrical recording conditions, etc. are stable and controllable across yearly 

timescales. So, an observant experimenter can start to find patterns, which can be refined into 

true cell types by the careful splitting of combinations of light response measurements. This 

effort over several years to identify and record all cell types in WT retina using basic 

electrophysiology light responses has culminated in the release of the RGCTypes.org dataset 

and website. 

Figure 2: Retinal Cell Typology 
A. RGC types identified by morphology and electrophysiology presented for open use at the 
RGCTypes.org website. B. RGC classification using calcium imaging responses to light stimuli, 
clustered by a machine learning algorithm (Tom Baden et al. 2016). C. RGC classification using 
electron microscopy morphology, showing stratification density variations across types (Bae et 
al. 2018). D. A confusion matrix result showing amacrine cell classification based on selective 
genetic expression patterns (Yan et al. 2020). E. The Hb9-eGFP mouse line labels a single RGC 
type: the dorsal-coding ON-OFF direction selective RGC (S. Trenholm et al. 2013). F. RGC types 
identified by their specific patterns of varying responses to spots of multiple sizes (Jacoby and 
Schwartz 2017) 
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Retinal Gap Junctions 
A neural circuit is built of neurons communicating information to each other, performing 

computations individually and jointly through connections. There are a few ways that they make 

those connections, biophysically. One is the commonly-known closely-apposed chemical 

synapse, between opposed neurons, with a synaptic cleft and postsynaptic zone, between axon 

and dendrite. Another is diffusing carrier synapses, such as hormones and steroids, released 

systemically by glands. A third major type is gap junctions, proteins that create a narrow 

opening in a cell’s membrane, which is secured to the same opening on another neuron. This 

aligned pore channel connects the cytoplasms of the two cells and allows for the flow of water, 

ions, and small molecules. Electrically, the diffusive flow of ionic charges acts to draw their 

membrane potentials closer with very low latency, which is a route by which sensory 

information is transmitted. Gap junctions (GJs) have been found and studied throughout the 

nervous system (Rohr 2004), and are also present in non-neuronal cell types (Willebrords et al. 

2015). Neuroscientists measure GJs using electrophysiology (current injections, correlation 

analysis), light microscopy (GJ permeable dyes), and electron microscopy (identifying contact 

points). The physiological properties of GJs are determined in part by their particular 

composition. A single gap junction pore is composed of two opposing connexon hemichannels 

of the same or different type. Each of the two connexons is made of six connexin subunits and 

can be homomeric or heteromeric. The composition of all twelve components determines the 

electrical and physical properties of the channels (Weber et al. 2004). Neuronal gap junctions 

synapses in the retina are made of hundreds of such protein pores. Clusters of GJs can be 

visualized using immunohistochemistry (IHC) (Fig 3A). 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/2H7k
https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/55XE
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Gap Junction Circuits in the Retina 
GJs are prevalent among various combinations of cell classes in the vertebrate retina, where 

their fast kinetics are useful for visual processing and circuit regulation (Völgyi, Chheda, and 

Bloomfield 2009). 

GJs provide visual signal input to retinal neurons, which can act to generate its feature 

selectivity. GJs have been found in alphas RGCs coupled via amacrine cells, where synchronous 

spikes signal the presence of a complete visual object (Völgyi et al. 2005). In ON DS RGCs 

coupled via amacrine cells, synchrony is decreased for null-direction stimulus (Ackert et al. 

2006). AII amacrines are GJ coupled to ON cone BCs, forming one of the pathways for 

rod-based vision (Fig 3B) (Hartveit and Veruki 2012; Graydon et al. 2018). In bipolar cells, they 

can spread signals laterally, which effectively increases receptive field size (Kuo, Schwartz, and 

Rieke 2016; Sigulinsky et al. 2020). GJs couple cones in the fish and are dopamine-modulated 

(DeVries and Schwartz 1989). In dorsal-coding ON-OFF DS RGCs, they act to spread signals 

quickly ahead across the retina the first spikes of the response to a visual object, to 

compensate for delays between the outer and inner retina, a behavior called lag normalization 

(Fig 3C) (Stuart Trenholm et al. 2013). GJs were found in the recently-identified S3-Gbx2+ 

amacrine cells, which may be the only synapses on those neurons (Kerstein et al. 2020). Clearly, 

GJs are an important part of many retinal circuits. 

Gap junctions between two RGCs have been identified among same-type RGCs, the ON-OFF DS 

dorsal-coding RGC found in the Hb9 mouse line, and between two types of ON RGCs, the ON 

Alpha and ON medium, in the guinea pig (Fig 3D) (Puller et al. 2020). Connectivity between the 

homologous types (ON alpha and a medium-sized ON RGC) in the mouse has not been found. In 
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my work, I identify and profile a new GJ connection between two RGC types having differing 

primary response polarity, which has not been found before in the mouse. 

Many types of GJ compositions have been found in the mammalian retina (Söhl et al. 2000). 

The composition of gap junctions can be determined by immunohistochemistry with antibodies 

specific to each connexin. In particular, Cx36 has been found in RGCs (Pan et al. 2010) and 

between photoreceptors (Jin et al. 2020), Cx50 in HCs (J. J. O’Brien et al. 2006), Cx45 in nNOS-2 

ACs (Jacoby et al. 2018), Cx36 and Cx30.2 in AII amacrine cells and ipRGCs (Meyer et al. 2016; 

Kothmann, Massey, and O’Brien 2009). 

The retina has the task of quickly adjusting to varying light and scene structure conditions. One 

mechanism for adjustment is modulating gap junction conductance, which changes how visual 

signals are spread and combined in a network of neurons. Several examples of GJ modulation 

have been identified in the retina. Connectivity between alpha RGCs is greatly increased with 

increased light level (Hu et al. 2010). Connectivity between AII amacrine cells is increased by 

particular light levels, regulated by non-synaptic NMDA receptor activity (Fig 3E) (Bloomfield and 

Völgyi 2004; Kothmann et al. 2012). Coupling between nNOS-2 amacrine cells is modulated by 

nitric oxide (Jacoby et al. 2018). Gap junctions can be modulated by typical neural signaling 

mechanisms, such as dopamine via cAMP (Hampson, Vaney, and Weiler 1992; McMahon and 

Brown 1994; J. O’Brien 2014), and there are dopaminergic neurons in the retina which can 

produce it in response to light level changes (Contini et al. 2010). 

Measurements of Gap Junctions 
Gap junctions between neurons are most easily identified using dye coupling. Fluorescent 

molecules can move through gap junctions between cells. An injection of dye into one cell can 

result in the labeling of many surrounding neurons, which can then be investigated (Fig 3D) (Xin 
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and Bloomfield 1997; Völgyi, Chheda, and Bloomfield 2009). They could be found in EM 

datasets or using transcriptomics or IHC. The use of any of these requires strong experimental 

typology because they cannot be done pre-recording in vitro. 

With a gap junction synapse identified between two neurons, we seek to measure its properties. 

Gap junctions between neurons act as electrical circuit resistors, so they can be easily 

measured using electrical techniques. Direct measurements include voltage pulses in current 

clamp mode (Fig 3F) (Jacoby et al. 2018), and current pulses in voltage clamp mode (Veruki and 

Hartveit 2009). The amount of dye passed through the GJ in a given amount of time can be a 

measure of conductance, and different size dye molecules can be used to determine the protein 

composition of the GJs (Weber et al. 2004). The heteromeric composition of a GJ can create an 

electrically rectified channel (Marder 2009). Pharmacological manipulations can be used to 

examine the role of gap junctions in retinal circuits. One commonly used drug is Meclofenamic 

Acid (MFA), which was shown to block GJs between AII and ON cone BCs (Fig 3G) (Veruki and 

Hartveit 2009) and between horizontal cells (Pan, Mills, and Massey 2007). Another chemical, 

quinine, blocks a subset of gap junctions when applied intracellularly (Srinivas, Hopperstad, and 

Spray 2001). With gap junctions blocked, the resulting changes in the light response properties 

show evidence of the function of the GJ in the circuit.  

Gap junctions cause temporal correlation between membrane voltages of connected neurons. 

Correlation analysis is used to measure relationships between membrane voltages of GJ 

connected neurons over short time scales. At a short enough time scale (less than downstream 

integration time) these correlations are considered synchrony. Synchrony is easily read out as 

an informative signal within spike trains by downstream neurons with coincidence detection, 

that is, overall supralinear gain. We measure correlation by comparing time series data over 
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short time offsets using a sliding multiplication and integrating the two signals. Observations of 

correlation to measure GJ effects need to be carefully controlled to remove the effects of 

shared input signals, such as noise from photoreceptors (Ala-Laurila et al. 2011). In whole-cell 

mode, precise synchrony appears as a zero time lag peak in the cross-correlation analysis. 

Because spiking occurs after a small delay from input current change, correlations in spiking 

responses appear as a double peak around zero, that is, a spike in neuron A causes a spike in 

neuron B after a short delay, and vice versa (Fig 3H) (Hu and Bloomfield 2003; DeVries 1999). It 

has recently been shown that the order of those spikes can signal for precise object location 

due to the way current flows within the GJ microcircuit (Tong and Trenholm 2020). A zero-lag 

peak can also be caused by shared input, which varies with the proportion of shared input 

(Mastronarde 1989; Ala-Laurila et al. 2011). Correlations between RGCs have been identified as 

a way that they improve visual encoding performance (Cafaro and Rieke 2010). 

 

Figure 3: Retinal Gap Junctions 
A. Image of several dye-filled GJ coupled nNOS-2 amacrine cells, with IHC labeling of connexins 
found at cell intersection points (Jacoby et al. 2018). B. Diagram of the primary rod pathway 
showing gap junction synapses between AII amacrine cells and rod bipolar cells (Grimes et al. 
2018). C. Illustration of the lag normalization behavior found in gap junction coupled ON-OFF 
direction selective RGCs, with spiking beginning before the moving visual object reaches the 
classical RF of the RGC (right) in comparison to the uncoupled RGC (left) (Stuart Trenholm et al. 
2013). D. Microscopy image of a dye injection into an ON alpha RGC in the guinea pig showing 
illuminated somas of gap junction coupled cells (arrows) (Puller et al. 2020). E. Microscopy 
images of AII amacrine cells. In each, one cell was filled by injection with the GJ tracing dye 
Neurobiotin. The difference in GJ coupling by dye diffusion amount is visible in control (left) and 
NMDA-blocked (right) states (Kothmann et al. 2012). F. Diagram of voltage clamp technique for 
gap junction conductance measurement, showing input voltage pulses (left upper) and resulting 
current deflections (left lower), which are plotted together (right) (Veruki and Hartveit 2009). G. 
Effect of meclofenamic acid on the conductance of gap junctions between two cells as 
measured in F, showing a substantial decrease in coupling after drug application and a slow 
recovery with washout (Veruki and Hartveit 2009). H. Cross-correlation analysis of simultaneous 
spike responses of pairs of OFF RGCs in the rabbit, showing evidence of gap junction coupling 
as dual peaks around zero time offset (DeVries 1999). 
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Results & Discussions 
An Offset ON-OFF Receptive Field is Created by Gap Junctions Between Distinct 
Types of Retinal Ganglion Cells 
Status: Published in Nature Neuroscience, November 2020 

Effort: I performed the majority of electrophysiology experiments, all IHC and microscopy, all 

modeling, all data collection and analysis, all figure creation. The experiment conception, text, 

and figure editing was a collaboration between Greg and me. 

Included in Appendix A 

A Survey of the Retinal Ganglion Cell Types of the W3 Mouse Line 
Status: In draft status with a complete dataset, to be submitted for publishing in early 2021. 

Effort: I performed the majority of electrophysiology experiments, all IHC and microscopy, all 

data collection and analysis, all figure creation, all text writing. 

Included in Appendix B 
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Discussion 
Parametric Models and Investigation of Apparent Feature Selectivity 
I investigated the low-speed direction selectivity (LSDS) in the F-mini-ON RGC type. I used whole 

cell measurements and modeling to explore the mechanism underlying the LSDS. I measured 

asymmetries in receptive fields and their effects on visual feature response, using 

high-resolution receptive fields in the F-mini RGCs and several other types. I found that in the 

F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs there is a spatial offset between ON and OFF RF input maps. 

The single-cell model I created for response asymmetry investigation was a simple one-stage 

four-pathway LN model, with components created from parameterized versions of 

voltage-clamp whole-cell measurements of the ON and OFF pathways. I aimed to add the 

minimal elements necessary to replicate the low-speed selective direction selective (LSDS) 

behavior, in a way that allowed me to explore the possible results parametrically. I found that a 

simple spatial offset of excitation and inhibition, or ON and OFF, could generate LSDS. Exploring 

further by modifying RF shape eccentricity I was able to generate orientation selectivity (OS), 

and flexible combinations of DS and OS. This led to the understanding that small (relative to RF 

size) variations in the relationships between input pathway RFs can cause what appears to be 

feature selectivity. I extracted stratification offsets from the Eyewire Museum dataset (Bae et al. 

2018), which can be used as a proxy for the amount of offset we might find in RGC RFs. This 

openly available morphology dataset proved to be very useful for quickly making observations in 

this fashion. 

It is clear from electrophysiology and morphology studies in ON-OFF direction selective RGCs 

that many mechanisms, including varying excitation, varying inhibition, a spatial offset between 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/PKTG
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those two, and highly specific wiring patterns, contribute to robust direction selectivity across a 

wide variety of stimulus parameters (Taylor and Vaney 2002; Briggman, Helmstaedter, and Denk 

2011). However, generating basic direction selectivity in a visual neuron has long been known to 

be simple. The Reichardt detector model, which has as components just two spatially and 

temporally offset receptive fields, generates direction selectivity. Furthermore, that DS is only 

significant at low object speeds. I replicated this behavior in my single-cell model, in which I 

used offsets and delays like those found in F-mini-ON RGCs. The bottom-up parameterized 

nature of that model allowed me to explore the way that offsets and delays can cause DS. I 

report on a subset of those findings in the supplement to the offset paper. Many biological 

mechanisms, such as electrical cable properties of asymmetric dendrites, could generate 

spatial or temporal offset, so we should expect that the presence of some LSDS in visual 

neurons is the default. A neuron would need some significant compensation mechanism to 

overcome a morphological asymmetry like that found in the dendrites of the F-mini RGCs. 

Future work may investigate this effect to explain the DS found in the asymmetric JAM-B RGCs 

(I.-J. Kim et al. 2008), and look for DS feature selectivity in the newly identified asymmetric 

S3-Gbx2+ AC (Kerstein et al. 2020). 

Exploring Multi-cell Models for Populations 
I combined many of the above single-cell RGC models into a multi-cell population model to 

evaluate the precision with which a population of RGCs could encode a visual edge location. In 

the future, we’ll dive deeper into single-cell RFs and multi-cell RF populations. Multiple cells of 

the same type have RFs that interdigitate because the RFs are tied to dendrites that fill space 

with a consistent coverage factor (Gauthier et al. 2009). Building large complete sets of RF 

maps helps us solidify typology and study population feature encoding. Cells of opposing types 
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have RFs that might interleaf, which acts to reduce redundancy and improve information 

efficiency. 

The multi-cell model is a first step in a larger project of investigating population encoding of 

medium-complexity stimuli. Future work will implement such a model with cell interaction 

terms, to estimate the effects of gap junctions among the RGCs. The decoder I used, the center 

of mass, is a very simplified version of the true downstream decoding mechanism, which 

eventually culminates in conscious experience. For the task of rapid simple object position 

localization, the COM may be moderately accurate in describing the superior colliculus, where 

cells receive direct input from groups of RGCs. However, it is vastly insufficient to describe the 

decoding of the LGN and visual cortex, each of which have their own complicated detection 

mechanisms. To continue this project, we would need a description of the way neural inputs are 

interpreted, which is research done in other brain areas that could be used. The retina sends a 

lot of information in its correlations and as whole populations (Ganmor, Segev, and Schneidman 

2015). To improve on that we’ll need to study large-scale correlations better and then build 

multi-cell models that aim to capture that behavior (Kühn and Gollisch 2019). 

Current leading RGC response models are useful for retinal research, but they have various 

limitations. One limitation is the stimulus used: a white noise checkerboard does not have a 

spatial structure that will activate nonlinear mechanisms that might not be well captured by the 

model generated. Moving to modeling natural movie responses will improve this situation 

(Turner and Rieke 2016). Accurate models of light responses will be critical for restoring sight 

with prosthetics, however it has not yet been shown that current models replicate responses 

well enough to be useful for vision. They might perform well enough for an animal to identify a 

simple visual stimulus, which is experimentally useful in the development of these algorithms in 
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visual prosthetic research. For the purpose of replicating responses, an artificial neural network 

may be better than a biophysically accurate model (McIntosh et al. 2016). 

The Important Role of Stimulus and Analysis in Retinal Neurophysiology 
To investigate the mechanisms underlying LSDS in the F-mini RGCs, I needed to measure their 

receptive fields. I found that the F-mini RGCs did not respond well to white noise stimulus, since 

they are strongly suppressed for full-field stimulation. A different measurement stimulus was 

required. F-mini RGCs do respond well to flashed spots much smaller than their RF size, so I 

created a stimulus and analysis package which used that technique. This addition required an 

upgrade of the core of the rig software. I created a flexible analysis loop to perform sub-epoch 

stimulation, with online & offline analysis wrappers. This required learning the workings of the 

entire stimulus and recording and analysis system. The ability to modify this system to flexibly 

probe the retina is a powerful tool for many aspects of retinal neuroscience. In the near future, 

experimental rigs will include integrated live typology and optimized stimulus suggestions.  

The stimulus we use and the models we make are intimately linked. The next steps in model 

building will require larger datasets with more complicated stimuli, to probe nonlinear effects 

that are mostly present at edge cases. Soon, models of rod and cone responses will be used to 

parameterize electrophysiology input to the retina at the PR output. With increasingly advanced 

knowledge of the biophysical mechanisms in the early retina embedded in models we are 

nearing the ability to identify specific individual neurons in the retina. 

With a quickly fitted model, we can use interesting stimuli that use real-time feedback on the 

cells. Real-time response evaluation with machine learning evaluation enables online cell 

typology by unskilled researchers, which opens the field to more people. Iso-response, which 

varies inputs in a closed-loop fashion to ignore the effects of output nonlinearities, and methods 

https://paperpile.com/c/K4YfHp/hGp6
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like cone clamp which varies inputs to counteract photoreceptor nonlinearities, can constrain 

signals within the outer retina (Gollisch and Herz 2012). Solving models online using methods 

like these will enable us to make fast measurements of circuits deep within the retina, to explore 

the variety of bipolar and amacrine cells and how they are combined. We could measure the 

spatial substrate of adaptation, trying to find amacrine cells through electrophysiology (Khani 

and Gollisch 2017). 

Progress Towards Complete Typology 
By examining in detail the F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGC types, I have placed them confidently 

within the full set of mouse RGC types, which is part of an ongoing global effort to complete this 

knowledge. 

The W3 line has been used by several labs with imprecise or unclear typology. Several labs have 

reported on the W3 or W3B as a single cell type, with or without using the genetic line. My 

typology work calls these results into question, especially where claims about connectivity 

between specific cell types is concerned. At least one other lab has used W3 as a single cell 

type without the use of the mouse line, so it is essential to clear this up before further 

misidentification occurs (T. Kim et al. 2020). 

I also participated in creating the RGC atlas dataset, which contains electrophysiology 

measurements of several stimuli for all known unique RGC types. This dataset is distributed in 

data files and display figures at the RGCTypes.org website, enabling broad synchronization of 

efforts to understand the mouse retina. Open sharing of datasets will be how we as a scientific 

field make rapid iterative progress in understanding the retina’s circuitry with cell type specific 

knowledge. 
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In progress are several exciting projects on many species with complete typology datasets. The 

Schwartz/Sanes mouse RGC atlas will be released, creating a unified typology with 

electrophysiology, morphology, and single-cell genetics, which will describe the remaining third 

of ganglion cell types. As our typology datasets become more complete, we will be able to take 

the next steps in identifying circuit connectivity. With the F-mini RGCs, future work will situate 

them within their microcircuits by finding amacrine cell neighbors and bipolar cell input. From 

initial evaluation by eye on Eyewire Museum, the F-mini-ON receives ON input from BC5i, and the 

F-mini-OFF receives OFF input from BC2. 

Gap Junctions Create Atypical Circuits in the Retina 
I found a new gap junction connection between the F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs in the 

mouse, made measurements of connected pairs using dual current clamp, and used MFA and 

ablation to manipulate the circuit to prove ON-OFF channel combination. 

Gap junctions (GJs) are fascinating neural circuit components. Moving forward, knowledge of 

this circuit opens a wide field of questions, only a subset of which I investigated and answered 

in my projects. With a GJ connection identified, we can search for the protein composition of 

these channels. High resolution confocal images show puncta of GJ proteins at crossing points 

between cells. The next steps in protein identification can be done using immunohistochemistry 

and a library of primary antibodies. Our attempts at this for three of the most commonly found 

GJ proteins in the retina returned null results. Initial results using single-cell RNA 

transcriptomics data found no GJ encoding mRNA; this is not unexpected because GJs may 

have low turnover.  

Modulation of GJ conductivity would enable the F-mini RGCs to vary their ON-OFF polarity 

balance as needed, an interesting behavior that may be relevant for natural vision. These GJs 
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may be modulated by dopamine or nitric oxide, which can be measured in-vitro. Gap junctions 

spread signals laterally in the network, so their effects are visible across a population of cells. In 

the future, we will measure these effects in large field recordings from many such cells. This 

atypical alternating RGC type connectivity pattern will align with an alternating pattern 

downstream. That pattern might match inhibitory and excitatory cell types, creating a 

mechanism in which each cell type acts as the surround for the other cell type, which could 

sharpen position readout. 

Synchrony induced by gap junctions will be most visible over sets of many coupled neurons. 

This effect contributes to population coding, which is best explored using a multi-electrode 

array. Measurements using Ca2+ imaging are more often used in the mouse and may suffice for 

these investigations. Additionally, they could provide access to information about Ca2+ flow 

through gap junctions. However, this technique will struggle to measure noise correlations due 

to the inherently noisy readout using protein sensors. We can easily measure the flow through 

GJs of charged particles using electrophysiology, but GJs can also pass small molecules, which 

may act as signaling messengers. Future work may measure and model the flows of these other 

particles and show how these neurons communicate in additional ways. 

For the restoration of vision using electrode arrays, GJ connectivity knowledge gives another 

lever on each cell’s activity level. We can stimulate GJ-neighboring cells to lower a neuron’s 

stimulation activation threshold, which I plan to exploit next. Development of the GJ 

connections will be interesting to study because it involves two RGC types developing in 

concert, which creates additional constraints on the process. 
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Overall Summary  
I am excited to build on this understanding and to see how the field builds on it. The retina 

continues to give us strange patterns to investigate. My findings have generated new questions 

for us to answer in the course of understanding biology ever more completely. 
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Receptive fields (RFs) are a foundational concept in sensory 
neuroscience. The RF of a sensory neuron is shaped by the 
properties of its synaptic inputs from connected neurons. In 

the early visual system, retinotopic maps define a strict correspon-
dence between the location of a cell’s dendrites and its RF location 
in visual space1. RGCs, the output cells of the retina, form dendritic 
mosaics that tile retinal space and have corresponding RF mosaics 
that tile visual space2,3.

Superimposed on the mosaic organization of retinal neurons 
is the division into ON and OFF channels, which respond to light 
increments and decrements, respectively. The ON and OFF path-
ways diverge at the first synapse in the visual system, the output 
of the photoreceptors, and they reconverge in multiple locations, 
including in ON–OFF RGCs that increase their firing for both incre-
ments and decrements. In the mouse, where they are best character-
ized, RGCs comprise greater than 40 functionally, morphologically 
and transcriptomically distinct types4–9. All previously identified 
ON–OFF RGC types have aligned ON and OFF RFs10–13, and they 
all receive excitatory synaptic inputs from both ON and OFF bipolar 
cells. Inputs from ON and OFF bipolar cells are formed either at two 
distinct dendritic strata in the inner plexiform layer13 or at a single 
stratum in the middle of the inner plexiform layer where ON and 
OFF bipolar cell terminals overlap14.

We report on an RGC type that breaks both of these conven-
tions. These RGCs have a systematic spatial offset between their 
ON and OFF RF subfields. The RGCs do not receive ON and OFF 
input from bipolar cells on spatially offset dendrites. Instead, the 
RF offset arises from a new circuit composed of gap junctions with 
several RGCs of a single, different functional type. While RFs with 
offset ON and OFF subfields result in a modest amount of direction 
selectivity and orientation selectivity for certain stimuli at the level 
of single RGCs, modeling demonstrates a large enhancement in the 
encoding of edge position within a population of RGCs. Our multi-
cell model reveals that offset ON and OFF RF subfields could help 
a population of RGCs encode edge position with precision down 

to 0.6 degrees of visual angle, less than 12% of the RF diameter of a 
single RGC.

Results
F-mini RGCs have both ON and OFF responses. F-mini RGCs
were recently identified as two different cell types, F-mini-ON
and F-mini-OFF, based on their expression patterns of several
transcription factors, their unique morphologies and their light
responses15. F-mini RGCs are the second and third most numer-
ous RGC types in the mouse retina, together constituting 13% of
RGCs8. We recorded light responses from functionally identified
F-mini RGCs in dark-adapted mouse retina (Methods) and later
confirmed their identity by morphological analysis (Fig. 1a–c) and
immunohistochemistry (IHC) (Extended Data Fig. 1). Unlike in the 
initial reports, we found that both F-mini RGC types responded to
both light increments (ON) and decrements (OFF) for small spots
and moving bars (Fig. 1d–k and Discussion). We focused primar-
ily on F-mini-ON RGCs in search of a circuit mechanism for the
ON–OFF responses.

To explore the robustness of the ON–OFF responses in 
F-mini-ON RGCs, we adapted the retina to different mean lumi-
nances across the range from scotopic to photopic. We found robust 
ON and OFF responses across this range (Fig. 1j). We also measured 
the contrast response functions of F-mini-ON RGCs on a photopic
background and found similar contrast sensitivity for the ON and
OFF responses (Fig. 1k).

The ON and OFF RFs of F-mini-ON RGCs are systematically 
displaced despite aligned dendritic strata. We mapped ON and 
OFF RFs in F-mini and other RGCs using a stimulus consisting 
of small spots of positive and negative contrast12. We identified a 
consistent spatial offset between the ON and OFF RF subfields in 
F-mini-ON RGCs (Fig. 2). F-mini-ON RGCs had an ON–OFF off-
set of 38 ± 14 µm (n = 9 cells; Fig. 2d), greater than that of control
RGCs, which had an offset of 25 ± 15 µm (n = 14 cells; P = 0.047). 

An offset ON–OFF receptive field is created by 
gap junctions between distinct types of retinal 
ganglion cells
Sam Cooler� �1,2 and Gregory W. Schwartz� �2,3 ✉

In the vertebrate retina, the location of a neuron’s receptive field in visual space closely corresponds to the physical location 
of synaptic input onto its dendrites, a relationship called the retinotopic map. We report the discovery of a systematic spatial 
offset between the ON and OFF receptive subfields in F-mini-ON retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). Surprisingly, this property does 
not come from spatially offset ON and OFF layer dendrites, but instead arises from a network of electrical synapses via gap 
junctions to RGCs of a different type, the F-mini-OFF. We show that the asymmetric morphology and connectivity of these RGCs 
can explain their receptive field offset, and we use a multicell model to explore the effects of receptive field offset on the preci-
sion of edge-location representation in a population. This RGC network forms a new electrical channel combining the ON and 
OFF feedforward pathways within the output layer of the retina.
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We found a significant asymmetry in the offset of the F-mini-ON 
RGCs but not control RGCs (all mean ± standard deviation (s.d.); 
one-sample two-tailed t-test). The vertical component of the off-
set in F-mini-ON RGCs was always ventralward (OFF ventral to 
ON; −30 ± 13 µm, P = 9.2 × 10−5; Fig. 2e), with a horizontal com-
ponent not significantly distributed to one side (−7.5 ± 24 µm, 
P = 0.37). Control ON–OFF RGCs lacked a systematic vertical or 

horizontal displacement (vertical: −4.0 ± 18 µm, P = 0.42; horizon-
tal: −3.7 ± 23 µm, P = 0.56). The distribution of offset directions 
was uniform for control ON–OFF RGCs (P = 0.93; Rayleigh test) 
and highly non-uniform for F-mini-ON RGCs (P < 0.001, Fig. 2e). 
We also quantified the fractional overlap (intersection area / union 
area) between the ON and OFF RFs and found it to be lower in 
F-mini-ON RGCs than in other ON–OFF RGCs (n = 9 and 14 
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cells; P < 0.01, two-sample t-test; Fig. 2d,e). A smaller sample of 
F-mini-OFF RFs also showed diffuse ON and ventrally displaced 
OFF subfields (Extended Data Fig. 2).

We sought to determine whether the RF offset might be explained 
by an offset within the dendritic area of an F-mini-ON RGC. RF 
locations in visual space are derived from bipolar cell and amacrine 
cell inputs arriving at the dendrites of the RGC. So, a spatial off-
set in the dendritic area could create a spatial offset in the RF2,3,16. 
We used the Eyewire museum electron microscopy reconstruction 
RGC dataset8 and measured the center of mass of the dendrites 
within ON and OFF bipolar cell layers for all bistratified RGC types. 
The population of F-mini-ON RGCs showed well-aligned dendritic 
strata, similar to other bistratified RGCs (Fig. 3 and Extended Data 
Fig. 3). Thus, F-mini-ON RGCs have RFs with spatially offset ON 
and OFF subfields, with the OFF subfield consistently ventral of the 
ON subfield, and this result is not simply explained by displacement 
of their dendritic strata.

F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs are directly coupled through 
gap junctions. Many RGCs make gap junctions with other RGCs 
of the same type or with amacrine cells17, and these electrical syn-
apses can affect RF properties18,19. Since dendritic morphology 
alone could not explain the ON–OFF RF offset in F-mini-ON 
RGCs, we sought to test whether gap junctions contributed to this 
unusual RF property. We filled individual F-mini-ON RGCs with 
the gap-junction permeable tracer Neurobiotin, delivered during 
whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. In addition to the patched cell, 
Neurobiotin labeled several surrounding cells in the ganglion cell 
layer with a distinct morphology. We confirmed that the coupled 
cells were RGCs by the presence of an axon extending toward 
the optic nerve, and we confirmed their identity as F-mini-OFF 
RGCs by their light stimulus responses, their morphology and the 
presence of both of the transcription factors Forkhead box pro-
tein P1 and P2 (FOXP1 and FOXP2; Figs. 1 and 4 and Extended  
Data Fig. 1).
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Gap junctions between F-mini RGCs were not only bidirec-
tionally permeable to Neurobiotin (Figs. 1a,b and 4) but also to 
the larger fluorescent molecule Alexa Fluor 488 (Fig. 5a). This dye 
allowed us to identify coupled cells in live tissue by two-photon 
(2P) excitation20 and record their light responses sequentially 
or simultaneously (Fig. 5b). F-mini-ON RGCs were coupled to 
3.85 ± 1.3 RGCs (n = 13 cells) and F-mini-OFF RGCs to 4.0 ± 3 
RGCs (n = 3 cells; Fig. 5c). In every case where we attempted to 
classify a cell directly coupled to an F-mini RGC, it was an F-mini 
RGC of the ‘other’ type. For F-mini-ON RGC injections, all cou-
pled cells tested by IHC were FOXP1+FOXP2+, the molecular iden-
tity of F-mini-OFF RGCs (n = 19 cells). All coupled cells measured 
in live retina had the morphological signature (ventrally directed, 
compact and OFF-stratifying dendrites) and/or the physiological 
signature (primarily transient OFF response and strong surround 
suppression) of F-mini-OFF RGCs15 (n = 54 cells). Similar experi-
ments in F-mini-OFF RGCs revealed F-mini-ON RGCs verified 
by IHC as FOXP1−FOXP2+ (n = 14 cells) or by physiology and 
morphology (n = 24 cells). Regions of dendritic contact between 
F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs did not show immunoreactiv-
ity for antibodies against three connexin proteins known to exist in 
the inner retina, Cx36, Cx45 and Cx30.2 (Extended Data Fig. 4), 
so the identity of the connexin at these gap junctions remains an 
open question.

Having found a dense network formed by heterotypic coupling 
of RGCs, we sought to test for functional connectivity. We per-
formed paired whole-cell current-clamp recordings aided by 2P 
visualization of Alexa Fluor 488. Both depolarizing and hyperpo-
larizing current injections were transmitted between the coupled 
cells, and the resulting voltage transfer was symmetric, the hall-
marks of a non-rectifying electrical synapse21 (Fig. 5d–f; P > 0.19 
for both hyperpolarizing versus depolarizing currents, and injec-
tions into F-mini-ON versus F-mini-OFF RGCs). A coupling coef-
ficient expresses the fraction of the voltage change in one cell that 
is transmitted to the coupled cell. We measured a coupling coef-
ficient of 0.14 ± 0.08 (range 0.05–0.31, n = 11 cell pairs) between 
F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs (Fig. 5f), comparable to the 
strongest coupling coefficients reported in the inner retina, between 
amacrine cells22 (0.25) or between RGCs of the same type12 (0.14). 
Pharmacological block of gap junctions with meclofenamic acid 
(MFA)23 decreased the coupling coefficient to 0.04 ± 0.03 (n = 4 cell 
pairs; P = 0.0056, paired-sample one-tailed t-test; Fig. 5f,g) and also 
reduced noise correlations (P = 0.0068, paired-sample one-tailed 
t-test; Extended Data Fig. 5). While the reduction in noise corre-
lations in MFA could, in principle, be due to a number of factors, 
including indirect coupling18, multiple lines of evidence (dye cou-
pling with no intervening amacrine cells, paired recordings and 
additional experiments described below) support the claim that  
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heterotypic coupling between F-mini RGCs is direct. Thus, 
F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs are not only dye coupled, but 
they are also capable of passing substantial amounts of current 
through their gap junctions, which could potentially mix ON and 
OFF pathways directly at the level of the RGCs.

OFF responses in F-mini-ON RGCs arise from coupled 
F-mini-OFF RGCs. To determine how gap junctions with 
F-mini-OFF RGCs affect the light responses in F-mini-ON RGCs, 
we sought to measure light responses from the same F-mini-ON 
RGCs with and without coupling. We used two different manipula-
tions to uncouple F-mini-ON RGCs from their electrical network: 
pharmacological gap-junction block with MFA and physical abla-
tion of coupled RGCs.

Our first strategy to isolate F-mini-ON RGCs from their coupled 
network used MFA, which decreases gap-junction coupling (Fig. 
6f,g). We recorded from F-mini-ON RGCs in current-clamp mode 
and stimulated the retina with positive contrast spots and moving 
bars (Fig. 6a,b). MFA was bath applied, and we observed that the 
OFF responses were selectively decreased (all mean ± s.d.; n = 6 
cells, paired-sample one-tailed t-tests). We compared the OFF:ON 
ratio in these RGCs and found that MFA selectively decreased OFF 
responses. The OFF:ON spiking ratio decreased from 0.22 ± 0.24 
to 0.00 ± 0.00 (P = 0.034; Fig. 6c). The OFF:ON subthreshold peak 
response ratio decreased from 0.70 ± 0.27 to 0.02 ± 0.15 (P = 0.0011; 
Fig. 6d). To evaluate the effect of MFA on the ON pathway, we 
compared ON responses before and after MFA. The ON spiking 
decreased from 10.0 ± 1.73 to 5.29 ± 2.23 spikes (P = 0.0074; Fig. 6c), 
whereas the ON subthreshold peak responses did not (25.2 ± 3.69 
to 24.0 ± 2.52; P = 0.28; Fig. 6d). The reduction in ON spike count 
despite an unchanged light-evoked depolarization can be attributed 

to a hyperpolarizing baseline shift (from −61 ± 2.37 mV in control 
to −66.2 ± 5.64 mV in MFA; P = 0.011), likely caused by nonspecific 
effects of MFA24,25. Non-F-mini RGCs showed a moderate reduc-
tion of spiking in MFA, consistent with reduced contrast sensitiv-
ity24, but the ON and OFF pathways were affected similarly (n = 3; 
P > 0.05 in all cases; Extended Data Fig. 6).

Our second strategy to isolate F-mini-ON RGCs from their 
coupled network used physical ablation26, which had the advantage 
of increased specificity. Using Alexa Fluor 488 fluorescence under 
2P illumination, we were able to visualize the F-mini-OFF RGCs 
coupled to a targeted F-mini-ON RGC. In the ablation procedure, 
we recorded responses to positive contrast spots and moving bars 
in F-mini-ON RGCs (Fig. 6g,h) in current-clamp mode before and 
after destroying the coupled cells by membrane rupture with sharp 
microelectrodes (Fig. 6e,f shows partial ablation; in general, all con-
nected cells were ablated). We compared the OFF:ON ratio in these 
RGCs and found that ablation selectively decreased OFF responses 
(all data show the mean ± s.d. from n = 6 cells; paired-sample 
one-tailed t-tests). The OFF:ON spiking ratio decreased from 
0.53 ± 0.20 to 0.00 ± 0.00 (P = 0.00062; Fig. 6i). The OFF:ON 
subthreshold peak response ratio decreased from 0.92 ± 0.11 to 
0.18 ± 0.12 (P = 0.000013; Fig. 6j). To evaluate the effect of ablation 
on the ON pathway, we compared ON responses before and after 
ablation. The ON spiking decreased slightly from 11.1 ± 2.35 to 
8.87 ± 3.15 (P = 0.06; Fig. 6i). The ON subthreshold peak responses 
decreased slightly from 26.1 ± 5.53 to 22.5 ± 5.12 (P = 0.043; Fig. 6j). 
The reduction in ON responses is significant but small, and might 
be caused by a decrease in second-order connectivity, that is, input 
current from F-mini-ON RGCs connected through neighboring 
F-mini-OFF RGCs.

Results from both approaches demonstrated that F-mini-ON 
RGCs receive ON input through canonical chemical synaptic 
pathways and receive OFF input through a noncanonical pathway 
involving gap junctions with F-mini-OFF RGCs.

The spatial arrangement of coupled F-mini RGCs and their den-
dritic fields can account for the ON–OFF RF offset in F-mini-ON 
RGCs. With this knowledge of the different circuits responsible for 
the ON and OFF components of the RFs of F-mini-ON RGCs, we 
returned to our observation of the spatial offset between the ON 
and OFF RF subfields in search of a mechanism. The distinctive 
asymmetric morphology and connection pattern of F-mini RGCs 
offered an important clue. In the ventral and central retina, where 
we performed our measurements, F-mini-ON RGCs have dorsally 
directed dendrites, and F-mini-OFF RGCs have ventrally directed 
dendrites, relative to their somas15. We also observed in F-mini-ON 
RGCs that coupled soma positions were located dorsally to the filled 
soma. Using confocal microscopy images of dye-filled F-mini-ON 
RGCs, we observed that their dendrites generally lie dorsally to the 
dendrites of coupled F-mini-OFF RGCs (Fig. 7a). A measurement 
of this offset could explain the offset RF position. However, the den-
dritic tips of coupled cells are generally not well filled by intracel-
lular dye, so single-cell fills are not well suited for this measurement, 
and complete fills by manual dye filling is experimentally prohibi-
tive. So, we sought to model this combined dendritic offset using 
accessible imaging morphology datasets (Fig. 7).

To construct this model, we created two datasets. For each 
dye-filled F-mini-ON RGC, we measured the positions of neighbor-
ing brightly labeled (first-order) connected somas (Fig. 7d; n = 50 
coupled soma positions from 13 injected F-mini-ON RGCs). Next, 
for both F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs, we measured a poly-
gon around the dendrites within their ON and OFF layer stratifi-
cations, respectively (Fig. 7e; n = 38, 12 cells). With the knowledge 
that the neighboring somas were F-mini-OFF RGCs, we could com-
bine these datasets. We randomly generated combinations of mea-
sured soma offsets, F-mini-ON polygons and F-mini-OFF polygons  

50 µm

FOXP2
FOXP1

Neurobiotin

Fig. 4 | Heterotypic gap junctions among F-mini RGCs are confirmed by 
immunohistochemistry. Image of the ganglion cell layer in a patch of retina 
in which a single F-mini-ON RGC was filled with Neurobiotin (arrow). 
RGC somas labeled by the dye are circled: cyan, F-mini-OFF (first-degree 
connections); magenta, F-mini-ON (filled RGC and second-degree 
connections). FOXP2 is found in all F-mini RGCs; FOXP1 is found in 
F-mini-OFF RGCs. Results were consistent over several images (n�=�5 filled 
networks on four retinas).
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(Fig. 7c). The resulting ON–OFF RF subfield center-of-mass off-
set was on average 26-µm long ventrally (Fig. 7f), similar to the 
dorsoventral offset we measured in F-mini-ON RGCs (Fig. 2g; 
−30 ± 13 µm). This result demonstrates that the spatial structure of 
the F-mini RGC network is sufficient to account for the ON–OFF 
RF offset we observed in F-mini-ON RGCs.

The RF structure of F-mini-ON RGCs can account for their weak 
direction and orientation selectivity. What visual features are rep-
resented by an RF structure with offset ON and OFF subregions? We 
first tried to answer this question at the level of single RGCs using 
a model that captured both the spatial structure of the ON–OFF RF 
center of F-mini-ON RGCs and suppression by their RF surround 
(Extended Data Fig. 7a,b and Methods). The search for a compo-
nent of visual stimulus space that is encoded by an RGC type has 
many avenues. Direction selectivity, which is an asymmetry in the 
response spike count or rate with visual motion direction, has been 

reported in F-mini-ON RGCs15. We also measured mild direction 
selectivity in F-mini-ON RGCs only for slowly moving stimuli, a 
behavior the model replicated (Extended Data Fig. 7c,d). Direction 
preference was broadly distributed with no apparent relationship to 
retinal position (Extended Data Fig. 7g). We also found mild orien-
tation selectivity in F-mini-ON RGCs with the presentation of drift-
ing gratings (Extended Data Fig. 7e). In a version of our single-cell 
model that matched the axis of elongation of the F-mini-ON RFs, 
we were able to predict a similar degree of orientation selectivity 
to our measurements (Extended Data Fig. 7f). However, neither of 
these properties provides a satisfying explanation for this unique RF 
structure, since other specialized RGCs encode movement direc-
tion27 and orientation28,29 with much greater specificity and robust-
ness over parameters like speed (Extended Data Fig. 7c,e).

A multicell model of F-mini-ON RGCs demonstrates that system-
atic ON–OFF offset RFs can aid in the encoding of edge position.  
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Next, we constructed a multicell model to explore whether offset 
ON–OFF RFs could provide an encoding benefit in the population 
that is less apparent at the single-cell level. Specifically, we tested 
whether a population of RGCs with consistently offset ON–OFF 
RFs is more precise in representing the position of a dark–light 
edge than a population of RGCs with either overlapping ON–
OFF RFs or randomly offset RFs (Fig. 8). Our model used (1) 
overlapped ON and OFF RFs, (2) larger RFs resulting from off-
setting the same ON and OFF subfields or (3) RFs with the same 
overall size but with offset ON and OFF subfields, as measured in 
F-mini-ON RGCs (Fig. 8a). The two offset models used either a 
consistent ventral offset between ON and OFF subfields or a ran-
dom distribution of offset directions, consistent with our measure-
ments from F-mini-ON and control ON–OFF RGCs, respectively 
(Fig. 2d,e). All other aspects of the five models were identical. We 
presented our five RF models with edge stimuli at various orien-
tations and spatial locations to generate a response lookup table  
for each.

To generate a population of RGC responses, we simulated many 
of the above RGCs simultaneously. Cell positions were gener-
ated as a noisy hexagonal grid based on the measured density of 
F-mini-ON RGCs8 (250 cells in an area of 1 mm2). Gaussian noise 
with a magnitude consistent with our spike data from F-mini-ON 
RGCs was added to each response. In each instantiation of the 
multicell model, the random seeds that defined position jitter and 
response noise were varied. To evaluate performance, we created a 
simple position decoder on the output responses of the model cell 
population (Methods). We computed the decoded position as the 
center of mass of the RFs from model RGCs responding over a cut-
off threshold (8 ± 1.5 cells, mean ± s.d.) with each RGC weighted by 
its response strength. Error was measured as the distance between 
decoded position and the true stimulus center.

RGC models having offset ON–OFF RFs with consistent direc-
tion had lower error than those with overlapped or randomly offset 
RFs in representing the position of an edge stimulus (Fig. 8d–f). 
Along the vertical axis of separation of the RF subfields, F-mini-ON 
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RGC model was 40% better than the overlapped RF model at rep-
resenting the position of horizontal edges (Fig. 8d), particularly 
the vertical component perpendicular to the edge (Fig. 8e). This 
improvement came with no decrease in horizontal position decod-
ing performance (Fig. 8f), but with a trade-off in performance for 
edges having a contrast offset perpendicular or opposed to the RF 
offset. The F-mini-ON RGC population model was able to represent 
the position of an edge with precision down to 0.6 degrees of visual 
angle (Fig. 8f), less than 12% of the RF diameter (2σ) of a single 
F-mini-ON RGC. The improvement of the offset models relative to 
the overlapped RF model was robust across a broad range of cell 
densities, RF sizes and noise amplitudes (Extended Data Fig. 8).

Discussion
Collectively, our results demonstrate that the F-mini-ON RGC mixes 
a canonical ON input via chemical synapses with a noncanonical OFF 
input via gap junctions with F-mini-OFF RGCs to create an RF with 
spatially offset ON and OFF subfields. The offset is consistent with the 
asymmetric morphology and connectivity of F-mini RGCs (Fig. 7). 

Our multicell model shows that the ON–OFF RF offset can improve 
the precision with which F-mini-ON RGC populations represent the 
position of an edge (Fig. 8). A causal link between this proposed role 
in encoding edge location and a specific behavior will require selec-
tive genetic access to F-mini RGCs. With advances in molecular pro-
filing of RGCs9, the tools for such a study are on the horizon.

This report follows on from the work of several groups inves-
tigating both of these RGC types in the mouse. Descriptions of 
their electrophysiological responses to visual stimuli have varied in 
approach and findings. In the Eyewire dataset, Bae et al. found both 
ON and OFF calcium responses in F-mini-ON RGCs to a moving 
bar8. The F-mini-OFF is labeled in the PVCre mouse line (type PV7)30. 
Using that line, Farrow et al. found both ON and OFF responses to 
small spots in F-mini-OFF RGCs31. Working with a Fox2Cre mouse 
line, Rousso et  al. identified only primary polarity responses in 
F-mini RGCs15. Although we found the ON–OFF responses to be 
robust across a range of light levels and contrasts (Fig. 1j,k), differ-
ences in light adaptation state or other recording conditions may 
have caused this discrepancy.
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Heterotypic RGC coupling was also recently identified in the 
guinea pig using multielectrode array recordings and morphologi-
cal tracing with Neurobiotin32. The coupled RGCs in the guinea 
pig study were both ON sustained cells—one of them was the ON 
alpha—so heterotypic coupling in that system does not mix ON 
and OFF signals. Nonetheless, the discovery of heterotypic RGC 
coupling in two different circuits in two different species suggests 
that it might be a conserved motif in the mammalian retina, aug-
menting our understanding of the organization of information in  
RGC populations.

Notably, F-mini-ON RGCs are bistratified even though we 
found no evidence of OFF bipolar cell input. Perhaps the OFF 
dendritic stratum is used primarily for making gap junctions with 

F-mini-OFF RGCs or chemical synapses with amacrine cells. This 
adds to a growing list of RGC types with dendrites in the outer half 
of the inner plexiform layer with no apparent OFF bipolar cell input: 
sustained suppressed-by-contrast26, ON delayed33, ON orientation 
selective (both horizontal and vertical)28, OFF orientation selec-
tive (horizontal and vertical)29 and M1 intrinsically photosensitive 
RGCs34. The size of this list suggests a reevaluation of the dogma 
that the stratification of an RGC alone is sufficient to predict the 
polarity of its bipolar cell inputs.

Recent work has shown that mice use vision to capture small, 
quickly moving prey objects, like crickets35,36, so perhaps pre-
cise edge localization with F-mini-ON RGCs plays a role in 
this behavior. While our multicell model used flashed stimuli, a  
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similar mechanism could, in principle, aid in the precise localiza-
tion of moving objects by the joint firing of coupled F-mini RGCs. It 
has long been known that direct electrical coupling between RGCs 
is important for synchronizing spikes on the timescale of several 
milliseconds37–39, and tight spike synchrony has been shown to 
enhance transmission at retino-geniculate synapses40. Synchronous 
firing among RGCs has been proposed as a mechanism for improv-
ing the fidelity of the population code for direction selectivity41 and 
binding visual objects across space18. Precise timing between the 
spikes of coupled RGCs has recently been proposed as a mechanism 
for object localization with resolution much higher than predicted 
by the RF size of a single RGC42. Estimating the position of a moving 
object is, of course, a more complex computation because neural lag 
can be conflated with object speed. A subset of direction-selective 
RGCs uses homotypic gap junctions to help normalize this lag12,19. 
Simultaneous recordings from larger populations of F-mini RGCs 
could test our model for the localization of static edges (Fig. 8) and 
reveal whether this network could play a role in the localization of 
moving objects.

Since the RF offset in F-mini-ON RGCs is along the vertical 
axis, our model showed enhanced object localization preferentially 
along this axis (Fig. 8). It will be interesting to see whether future 
behavioral experiments reveal that mice show more precise object 
localization along the vertical axis than along the horizontal axis 
of the visual field. Since rodents use compensatory eye movements 
to maintain the orientation of their eyes relative to the horizon43, 
a potential advantage of precise localization along the vertical axis 
is that it would provide information about changes in distance: 
approaching objects have increasing space between their dorsal 
and ventral edges with time, while receding objects have decreas-
ing space. The direction of the ON–OFF asymmetry is also interest-
ing as it relates to rodent visual ethology. Dark-below-light edges in 
retinal space were represented best by our model F-mini-ON RGC 
population (Fig. 8d). This corresponds to dark-above-light edges 
in visual space, consistent with the special behavioral relevance of 
‘looming’ dark objects in the upper visual field44.

The dynamics of the F-mini RGC network are another target for 
future studies. The strength of gap junctions in the retina, including 
those between RGCs, can be altered by neuromodulators17,20,45. If the 
F-mini RGC network is modulated, this could change its function 
with sensory or behavioral context. Finally, comparisons with other 
species will provide information about the evolution and function 
of this particular heterotypic RGC circuit. FOXP2 is also found in a 
subset of RGCs in the ferret46 and macaque retinas15, so it is possible 
that the F-mini RGC circuit has a homolog in humans.
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Methods
Animals and electrophysiology. The retinas of wild-type mice (C57BL/6J, The 
Jackson Laboratory) were used for all experiments. The mice were dark adapted 
overnight and killed by cervical dislocation in accordance with all animal care 
standards provided by Northwestern University’s Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee. Lighting in animal facilities was kept on a 14/10-h cycle, with 
lights on at 06:00. Typical retina in vitro times were 12:00 through 19:00. For all 
experiments, mice of either sex (approximately 69% male) and of ages postnatal 
day (P) 30–90 were used; no differences in results were observed with sex or age. 
Eyes were dissected in oxygenated Ames’ medium at 32 °C. Dissections were 
performed in complete darkness using infrared (900 nm) illumination and photo 
converters. In the experimental rig, retinas were mounted in a shallow dish, below 
a microscope objective and above a digital projector, in oxygenated Ames’ medium 
from Sigma-Aldrich (A1420) at 32 °C at a flow rate of 10 ml min−1. Two glass 
electrodes on head-stage amplifiers were mounted on micromanipulators on  
either side. Cell-attached and current-clamp experiments were performed as 
previously described26.

Microscopy. Two microscopes were used to visualize cell morphology. The in vitro 
microscope, a Scientifica SliceScope Pro 6000, used 980-nm illumination from 
a SpectraPhysics MaiTai Laser steered by a Galvo scanner for 2P excitation and 
infrared visualization. The software used was SciScan version 1.3 by Scientifica in 
LabVIEW by National Instruments. Dyes for 2P visualization were Alexa Fluor 
488 and 568 hydrazides from Invitrogen (A10436 and A10437), the latter of 
which was found to be not gap-junction permeable and was used for single-cell 
image isolation. Microscopy was continued on fixed retinas, which were stained 
with antibodies and fluorescent dyes for IHC. The fixed-tissue microscope was a 
Nikon A1R confocal microscope with a 1.0 NA ×40 oil immersion objective at the 
Northwestern Center for Advanced Microscopy. In Figs. 1 a–c and 7a, neurons 
were traced using Simple Neurite Tracer47 in ImageJ/Fiji. Stratification analysis 
in Fig. 1c used choline acetyltransferase layers to computationally flatten traced 
neural morphology. In Fig. 4, individual image channels from confocal microscopy 
were contrast adjusted and de-speckled with a 3 × 3 median filter to improve 
clarity, then projected at maximum intensity through 7 µm of depth.

Light stimulation. Spatiotemporal light patterns were focused on the 
photoreceptors of the in vitro retina. The light patterns were generated by a 
computerized digital display, DLP Lightcrafter 4500 from Texas Instruments, 
illuminated by a blue LED at 457 nm (peak wavelength after optics), integrated 
by EKB Technologies. This input supported a resolution of 1,140 × 912 pixels, 
operating at 60 Hz, with frames modulated to an 8-bit intensity depth. Overall light 
intensity was modulated using neutral density filters (Thorlabs) and calibrated 
regularly. Measured intensity values were converted to R* rod−1 s−1. Light stimuli 
were generated by MATLAB software packages: Schwartz Lab protocols (https://
github.com/Schwartz-AlaLaurila-Labs/sa-labs-extension) interfacing with the 
Symphony 2 Data Acquisition System (https://symphony-das.github.io) drawing 
via Stage (http://stage-vss.github.io) and OpenGL to the screen. The condenser of 
the microscope allowed the projected image to focus on the photoreceptor outer 
segments at a scale of 1.38 µm per pixel. Stimuli included circles (30–1,200 µm in 
diameter) flashed with positive or negative contrast for 1.0 s, moving bars (140–
1,200 µm width × 600–1,200 µm length, at 250–2,000 μm s−1), and small spots for 
RF mapping (see below). The stimulus for the light stimulation cross-correlation 
analysis was a randomly moving light spot of 80 µm diameter for 30 s in duration. 
The random motion path was a zero-centered two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian 
noise signal, low-pass filtered at a 3-Hz cutoff frequency. Light stimuli were 
presented from darkness (<2 R* rod−1 s−1) to a level of 200 R* rod−1 s−1 unless 
otherwise noted, to preserve the sensitivity of the retina.

Receptive field mapping. Current-clamp recordings allowed us to measure 
subthreshold voltage responses with small spots to obtain high-resolution RF 
maps. Visual stimulus spots were circles of positive and negative 100% contrast 
on a background of 1,000 R* rod−1 s−1, with a diameter of 40 µm. A triangular grid 
of 30-µm spacing was used for F-mini RGCs. Larger spacing and spot sizes of 
up to 80 µm were used for RGCs with larger RFs and lower sensitivity to small 
spots. Voltage responses to individual spots were separated, and peak values 
were averaged to generate a value for each position. These values were displayed 
on the grid locations to create a 2D RF strength map. The center of mass of the 
map area above the 80–85th percentile of response strength was used to generate 
offset vectors for comparison to the model. The RF overlap index (Fig. 1k) uses 
the proportion of overlap relative to the total of the RF area within the 80th 
percentile of response strength. Control ON–OFF RGCs were of types UHD, 
HD2 and ON–OFF DS, which exhibit similar ON–OFF transient responses to 
small spots.

Cell identification. Somas in the ganglion cell layer were surveyed in cell-attached 
mode using a set of basic light stimuli: flashing contrast steps in 160-µm spots, 
spots of varying sizes and moving bars. F-mini RGCs could be identified by their 
characteristic responses to these stimuli. Once an F-mini RGC was identified, it 
was dye filled and recorded to verify type and collect data. Pairs were generally 

identified sequentially as follows: (1) identify F-mini-ON/OFF RGC by its light 
response, (2) fill with Alexa Fluor 488, confirming typology by morphology, (3) use 
dye to find coupled F-mini-OFF/ON RGCs and (4) patch and record original and 
dye-filled cells. Sequential filling of coupled F-mini RGCs with Alexa Fluor 488 
allowed for identification of large networks of >10 cells. Neurobiotin in a single 
F-mini RGC labels second-order connected cells more dimly than first-order ones, 
in fixed tissue, allowing for similarly large network identification.

Pharmacology. MFA (Sigma-Aldrich, M4531) was bath applied at 100 μΜ to block 
gap junctions23 (Figs. 2 and 3 and Extended Data Figs. 5 and 6). Electrophysiology 
results in MFA conditions were 5–45 min during application. MFA washed out 
incompletely, so no data after application was reported.

Ablation. Neighbor ablation is a physical technique for neuronal inactivation 
where a micropipette is used to rupture the cellular and nuclear membranes of the 
dye-illuminated somas26. This causes the membrane of the entire cell to dissociate, 
and stops it from having a membrane potential or transmitting and receiving 
signals within the dendrites. Neuron death was confirmed by lack of Alexa Fluor 
488 in 2P imaging. Some responses continued for one stimulus epoch before 
being silenced. Where incomplete network ablation occurred, changes to response 
properties were partial. These data were not used further.

Immunohistochemistry. Target neurons were filled with Neurobiotin (Vector 
Laboratories, SP-1150) at 3% wt/vol and 280 mOsm in our standard potassium 
aspartate internal solution26. For whole-mount IHC, retinas were fixed after the 
in vitro period in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, then rinsed in phosphate 
buffer. Primary antibodies for cell typology were FOXP1 to guinea pig (1:10,000) 
from B. Novich48 and FOXP2 to rabbit (1:200) from Millipore (ABE73)49. Primary 
antibodies and their dilutions for connexin typology were Cx30.2 to rabbit (1:50) 
from Invitrogen (40–7400)50, Cx36 to rabbit (1:250) from Invitrogen (51–6200)51 
and Cx45 to mouse (1:200) from Invitrogen (41–5800)52. Retinas were soaked with 
primary antibodies in normal donkey serum + Triton X-100 from Sigma-Aldrich 
(T8787) for 3 d at 4 °C. Secondary antibodies/fluorophores were (for typology) 
donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568 (1:500) from Life Technologies (A10042), 
goat anti-guinea pig Alexa Fluor 647 (1:400) from Abcam (ab150187); and (for 
connexins) donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568 (1:500) from Abcam (ab175470), 
donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 (1:500) from Jackson ImmunoResearch (711-
605-152), donkey anti-mouse Cyanine Cy3 (1:500) from Jackson ImmunoResearch 
(715-165-150); and (for both) Streptavidin DyLight Conjugate 488 (1:500) from 
Thermo Science (21832). Retinas were soaked in secondary antibodies in normal 
donkey serum + Triton X-100 for 1 d at 4 °C. Retinas were mounted on glass slides 
in Fluoromount Aqueous mounting medium from Sigma-Aldrich (F4680) and 
stored at −20 °C.

Stratification offset analysis. Offsets are measured as a vector from proximal/
inner center of mass to distal/outer center of mass, which, in most RGCs, is ON to 
OFF dendrites. The mean and s.d. are shown by red crosses. All figure data is from 
the Eyewire dataset8, exported via the Eyewire museum mesh tool. Meshes were 
flattened and offset by eye.

Morphological receptive field model. Two types of datasets were used. RFs 
relative to soma location of F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs were estimated 
using the area between the tips of the dendritic fields (n = 38 F-mini-ON cells; 
n = 12 F-mini-OFF cells). These were outlined manually using 2P or confocal 
image stacks. Locations of F-mini RGCs in coupled networks were traced from 
images of dye-filled somas to create maps of soma locations (n = 11 networks). 
Random combinations of network soma locations, F-mini-ON dendrite offsets 
and F-mini-OFF dendrite offsets were generated 5,000 times and averaged to 
generate a mean OFF RF relative to ON RF (Fig. 7f). The model ignores any 
possible interdependence of F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGC dendritic fields 
(meta-mosaics) and assumes that F-mini-OFF RGCs receive OFF input via bipolar 
cells at their dendritic tips.

Single-cell RF model. A computational model (Extended Data Fig. 7a) was used to 
generate single-cell responses to an edge, moving bar and drifting grating stimulus. 
The model simulated four pathways of input to a single RGC: ON and OFF, 
excitation and inhibition for each. Excitation was modeled as a small 2D Gaussian 
function of direct excitation with a larger 2D gaussian function subtracted to 
model presynaptic inhibition. Direct inhibition was modeled as a larger 2D 
gaussian function. The visual stimulus was multiplied by the spatial RFs, then 
those signals were integrated across space and temporally filtered by convolution. 
Temporal filter kernels were parameterized curves with values extracted from 
typical F-mini-ON voltage-clamp light-step responses, over a 3.0 s simulation time. 
A semi-rectifying nonlinearity was applied to each ON and OFF subfield, then the 
responses were summed. The OFF delay relative to the ON delay was estimated 
from spike latencies. RF sizes and surround strength were adjusted manually to 
match F-mini-ON responses to spots of multiple sizes. This model is meant to 
explore RF map concepts analytically over many variables and is not meant to 
precisely emulate recorded RGCs.
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Multicell decoding model. The multicell model composed responses from many 
single-cell RF instances and decoded them using their center of mass. Gaussian 
noise was added to each of the modeled cellular responses. The decoded location 
of the stimulus was compared to the true location to generate an error value. Trials 
of randomly placed cells and stimulus were used, with 500 trials for each parameter 
configuration. Cellular RF centers were laid out on an equilateral triangular grid 
with a Gaussian jitter of σ = 10 µm. RF strengths were integral normalized across 
shape parameters. Comparisons across parameters used a density of 250 RGCs per 
mm2, a noise of 2 (arbitrary units, but similar to spiking output) and a stimulus 
angle of 0 (horizontal, ON upper). RGC responses fell to baseline outside of the 
model region, which had an area of 0.36 mm2 with a 600-µm side length. The 
stimulus was placed, uniformly at random, within the central 300 × 300 µm square 
region. The edge stimulus was a 150-µm long edge of positive and negative 100% 
contrast, falling off in a linear gradient above and below the edge for 150 µm. 
Rousso et al15 found a range of densities of between 100 and 350 RGCs per mm2 
for F-mini-ON RGCs. Eyewire museum’s patch of retina, the E2198 dataset8, has 
a density for F-mini-ON RGCs (anatomical type 63) of approximately 240 RGCs 
per mm2. Decoder input cell activity threshold was 0.3 times the highest response, 
resulting in 8.5 ± 1.5 s.d. RGCs at the default parameters.

Analysis and statistics. Analysis was performed with a custom MATLAB software 
package. Figures were generated in Igor 8.0 from WaveMetrics. All data are reported 
as the mean ± s.d. unless otherwise noted. No statistical methods were used to 
predetermine sample sizes, but our sample sizes are similar to those reported 
in previous publications1,15,19,20. In general, data distribution was assumed to be 
normal but this was not formally tested; data points are shown on the figures. Data 
collection was not randomized due to the nature of the experiments. Data collection 
and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments. Cells 
were excluded from analysis if confidence in typology was insufficient. All data 
points shown are individual RGCs or cell pairs presented as the mean of three or 
more repeated stimulus presentations. Box plots in figures show the maximum, 
75th percentile, median, 25th percentile and minimum values. Comparisons for 
statistical significance were performed with a paired or unpaired Student’s t-test, as 
appropriate, unless otherwise noted. Direction and orientation selectivity indices 
were calculated as the normalized magnitude of the vector sum of the responses 
across directions or orientations. For measurements of connexin overlap, RGCs 
were traced using Simple Neurite Tracer in Fiji software. RF ellipticity was measured 
using the 80th percentile response contour, finding the longest line contained 
within that (a), then the longest such line perpendicular to that line (b). The 
ellipticity is then lengths (a − b)/a. Subthreshold membrane potential measurements 
(RF maps and Fig. 6d,j) were normalized to a pre-stimulus baseline mean value and 
used a spike-removal low-pass filter of a 100-Hz cutoff frequency.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Data for ganglion cell typology in the mouse is available at http://RGCTypes.org/. A 
subset of the datasets that support the findings of this study are available at https://
github.com/SchwartzNU/ProjectData_Fmini. The remainder of the datasets are 
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Code availability
Software code for the analyses supporting the findings of this work is available at 
https://github.com/SchwartzNU/ProjectData_Fmini. Visual and electrical stimulus 

code is available at https://github.com/Schwartz-AlaLaurila-Labs/sa-labs-extension 
and https://symphony-das.github.io.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Coupled cells are immunoreactive for F-mini RGC markers. Images of the ganglion cell layer in a patch of retina in which a single 
F-mini-ON RGC was filled with Neurobiotin (magenta arrowhead). Left panel shows the Neurobiotin channel, with three brightly labelled coupled cells 
(white arrowheads) and three dimly labelled cells that likely represent second-order connections (magenta asterisks). Middle panel shows the same 
region with immunoreactivity for FOXP1, which labels F-mini-OFF RGCs, but does not label F-mini-ON RGCs15. Right panel shows immunoreactivity for 
FOXP2, which labels both F-mini RGC types. This experiment was performed on five F-mini RGC networks in four retinas: four F-mini-ON RGCs and one 
F-mini-OFF RGC injected. Three networks were stained for FOXP2 and FOXP1; two networks for FoOXP2 only. Neurobiotin labeled 9.0�±�6.4 somas per 
retina, and was found in varying amounts in neurons; indicating first and second order connectivity. FOXP2 was present in 43 of 45 RGCs that were labeled 
with Neurobiotin. Coupled cells from these networks that could be morphologically identified by using the visible primary dendrites, and all showed the 
expected patterns of FoxP1 expression. 8/8 F-mini-ON RGCs were FOXP1 negative and 14/14 F-mini-OFF RGCs were FOXP1 positive.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Example RF maps from F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs. Receptive field maps of peak response to 40�μm flashed spots over the 
RF area, averaged over 2 or 3 repeats. a, A GJ coupled F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF recorded simultaneously. b, Another such RGC pair. c, Two unconnected 
F-mini-ON RGCs. d, Two unconnected F-mini-OFF RGCs. On all plots, the cross markers are at the center of mass of responses over the 80th percentile 
(ON, white; OFF, black). Color scale is in mV change from baseline. All scale bars are 100�µm.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Alignment between ON and OFF strata of bistratified RGCs. Offset values in µm from each bistratified RGC in Eyewire by type, 
followed by Eyewire anatomical type name in parentheses. Offsets are measured as a vector from proximal/inner COM to distal/outer COM, which in 
most RGCs is ON to OFF dendrites. Mean and SD of offsets are shown by red crosses. All figure data is from the Eyewire dataset8, exported via the Eyewire 
Museum mesh tool. Meshes were flattened and offset computationally with parameters fit by eye to maximize flatness.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Immunohistochemistry for three types of Connexin at RGC contact points shows negative results. Three connexins were 
evaluated for presence at the regions of contact between an F-mini-ON and multiple F-mini-OFF RGCs, n�=�1 of each experiment. a,b, Full depth maximum 
intensity projection images of a Neurobiotin-filled F-mini-ON RGC (magenta),the connected F-mini-OFF RGCs (cyan), and a cell of unclassified type due 
to insufficiently filled dendrites (yellow). Tracing, segmentation, and masking were performed manually. Image brightness was scaled separately by cell 
type for illustration here but not for analysis. c,d Thin projection images of regions in orange squares in a,b showing an example RGC crossing point with 
yellow square for spatial reference. Stack depth is 3.5�µm. e-g, The same region and depth as in c,d, showing the IHC channels for the three connexin 
proteins. h, Quantification of overlap between connexin images and RGC contact region masks. Values are similar before and after a 90 degree rotation of 
the connexin image. Points mark the overlap of the single F-mini-ON RGC with each F-mini-OFF RGC in the image.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Noise correlations between F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs. a, Traces from a simultaneously recorded pair of F-mini-ON 
(magenta) and F-mini-OFF (cyan) RGCs in current clamp in darkness (no stimulus). b-e. Example cross correlation of the simultaneous voltage from the 
cells in a. Brown trace is for shuffled trials. Shaded regions are SEM across trials. Time shift is F-mini-ON - F-mini-OFF (positive values are F-mini-ON 
earlier). b, Results in darkness. c, Results in darkness in the presence of MFA. d, Results under randomly moving object light stimulation. e, Results 
under the same light stimulation in the presence of MFA. f, Population data showing peak cross-correlation in control and in MFA. Values in MFA are 
significantly lower than corresponding values in control (n�=�4 cell pairs, p�=�0.0068, paired-sample one-tailed t-test). g, Full width at half max and h, time 
shift (right) of cross correlation peak in control conditions. Error bars in f-h are SEM across cell pairs and points are each cell pair. i, Relationship between 
cross-correlation peak and coupling coefficient in darkness measured from current injections as in Fig. 2e-h. Box plots in f,g,h show maximum, 75th 
percentile, median, 25th percentile, and minimum.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | MFA does not selectively eliminate OFF responses in non-F-mini RGCs. a, Example of an ON-OFF direction selective RGC 
responding to the onset and offset of a dark spot from a mean luminance of 2000 R*/rod/s in control conditions (black) and in MFA (green). b, Population 
data of spike counts and c, subthreshold potential responses to an OFF light step as in a for 3 ON-OFF DS RGCS. Baseline voltage level shift mean in 
control RGCs was −59.9 to −61.8�mV (n�=�3 cells). Box plots in b,c show maximum, 75th percentile, median, 25th percentile, and minimum.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | A single cell model generates responses similar to those observed in F-mini-ON RGCs. a, Diagram of single cell receptive field 
offset model showing the parameters for each of four RGC input component pathways. b, Responses of the model to flashed spots of varying sizes 
showing a qualitative match of surround properties to F-mini-ON RGCs as seen in Extended Data Fig. 2a. c, Measured direction selectivity mean in 
F-mini-ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs, varying over speed (error bars are SD). Individual F-mini-ON RGCs are shown in gray (n�=�103 F-mini-ON and n�=�279 
ON-OFF DS). d, Model response DSI over object speed showing similar DSI magnitude and low-speed preference properties to measured responses. e, 
(upper) Orientation selectivity of the population of F-mini-ON RGCs. Dashed lines are published means for OS and control RGCs28,29. (lower) Distribution 
of OS preference angle. g, Moving bar DS preference angle distribution across retina space of F-mini-ON RGCs. Blue = left eye, green = right eye. D,V,N,T 
denote dorsal, ventral, nasal, and temporal, respectively.
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Appendix B: 
A Survey of the Retinal Ganglion Cell Types of the W3 Mouse Line 
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A Survey of the Retinal Ganglion Cell 
Types of the W3 Mouse Line 
Sam Cooler, Gregory Schwartz 

Abstract 
We survey the retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types found in the W3 mouse line. We find nine types 
of RGCs labeled, matched to the Schwartz Lab and Eyewire typology datasets. Although we see 
a correspondence between RGC type and soma brightness, we find no evidence of a bimodal 
intensity distribution, contrary to earlier reports. These results may require a reevaluation of 
previous work on the W3B cell type, especially where the W3 mouse line was not used. 

Introduction 
The mouse retina is composed of many repeating microcircuits made of discrete types of cells 
(Sanes and Masland 2015). A genetically modified mouse line in which a subset of retinal 
neurons is fluorescently labeled can be used to identify cells for experimentation. Several 
genetic lines have been used for cell type identification. In lines where all labeled neurons are of 
the same type, this yields straightforward results. However, many mouse lines have several 
types of cells labeled similarly, so discriminating among them remains an experimental task. 

The W3 mouse line is such a line. Fluorescent labeling is generated by the expression of yellow 
fluorescent protein (YFP) under the direction of the neuron-specific Thy1 gene promoter (I.-J. 
Kim et al. 2010). Labeled cells appear as fluorescent somas in the ganglion cell layer. Cell dye 
fills show that they all have axons extending toward the optic nerve, marking them as retinal 
ganglion cells (RGCs). They are notable as a class for their dendritic stratification near the 
middle of the inner plexiform layer. Clear differences in the light response behaviors of these 
RGCs shows that they are multiple types. Several works have made partial or complete 
descriptions of the labeled RGCs and their input cell types, summarized in the Discussion. 
However, none of these results provide confidence in the full set of unique RGC types that can 
be referenced to broadly available datasets. We aim to resolve this situation by providing a clear 
typology of these labeled RGCs. 

Results 
The W3 mouse line labels an inhomogeneous set of RGCs, containing several unique types. 
With light response electrophysiology, confocal microscopy morphology, and simple soma 
properties, we have identified nine types of RGCs. Light responses were matched to typology 

https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/NfR4
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BuyH6
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BuyH6
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datasets available at RGCTypes.org. Morphology stratification density was matched to Eyewire 
Museum datasets for typology confirmation. The resulting types and their properties are shown 
in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Types of RGCs found in the W3 mouse line 

Results from the classification of n = 112 RGCs in n = XX mice. EW is the Eyewire 
Museum anatomical type name. Labeling intensity, soma size, and light response 
characteristics are qualitative measures. 

Type name  EW  Labeling 
intensity 

Soma 
size 

N  Light response 
characteristics 

References 

F-mini-ON  63  bright  small  32  ON trans. + 
OFF trans. 

(Cooler and Schwartz 
2020; Rousso et al. 
2016) 

UltraHighDef  5ti  bright  small  29  ON trans. + 
OFF trans. 

(Jacoby and Schwartz 
2017) 

HighDef 2  5so  bright  small  15  ON trans. + 
OFF trans. 

(Jacoby and Schwartz 
2017) 

OFF trans. 
small 

4on  dim  small  12  OFF trans.  RGCTypes.org 

ON trans. 
small 

6sn  dim  small  8  ON trans.  RGCTypes.org 

ON trans. 
med. 

6sw  dim  small  5  ON trans.  RGCTypes.org 

OFF trans. 
alpha 

4ow  dim  large  5  OFF trans.  (Pang, Gao, and Wu 
2003; Krieger et al. 
2017; Münch et al. 
2009) 

OFF sus. 
alpha 

1wt  dim  large  3  OFF sus.  (Krieger et al. 2017; 
Pang, Gao, and Wu 
2003) 

ON alpha  8w  dim  large  3  ON sus.  (Krieger et al. 2017; 
Pang, Gao, and Wu 
2003; Schwartz et al. 
2012; Estevez et al. 
2012) 

https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/ZPWM+PymD
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/ZPWM+PymD
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/ZPWM+PymD
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/UyHZ
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/UyHZ
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/UyHZ
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/UyHZ
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/47SL+BaBH+zFP1
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/47SL+BaBH+zFP1
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/47SL+BaBH+zFP1
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/47SL+BaBH+zFP1
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL+wTNn+l8rd
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL+wTNn+l8rd
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL+wTNn+l8rd
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL+wTNn+l8rd
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/BaBH+47SL+wTNn+l8rd
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Other RGC types may be present but did not rise to our typology confidence count threshold of 
three examples, with at least one having an image for morphology verification. We used a 
biased cell selection method to sample less dense types sufficiently. We observed an inverse 
relationship between dendritic area and cell count, which would be expected if all cells of a 
labeled type are labeled. 

Initial typology to split W3 RGCs from each other was done using spike counts of responses to 
positive contrast spots of multiple sizes (SMS), qualitative spiking properties observed by eye 
such as spike waveforms, and soma size and brightness. These measurements were then 
matched to the RGCTypes.org dataset to determine cell types. This data is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Cells match known unique electrophysiological types in Schwartz Lab dataset 

Left column: Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) showing light response mean spike rate for 
the population of each type of RGC in response to a 214 µm diameter spot of positive 
contrast lasting 1.0 sec. Most responses are transient with low latency following contrast 
change (at dashed lines). Center and right columns: Light response spike count to ON 
(center) and OFF (right) steps of a positive contrast spot, plotted by spot diameter. Mean ± 
s.d. of identified RGCs in cyan, RGC Types Atlas mean in red. 
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We validated the RGC types we observed by measuring the morphology of the labeled RGCs 
using light microscopy. Examples of each type were filled with Neurobiotin for dendrite tracing. 
Immunohistochemistry was performed to label Choline Acetyltransferase (ChAT), which is 
present only in starburst amacrine cells, which enabled computational flattening of the images 
(see Methods). Retinas were imaged by confocal microscopy (Fig 2, left column), and the 
resulting stratification density profiles were matched to those in the Eyewire Museum dataset, 
with good results (Fig 2, right column). Refer to these types at RGCTypes.org for more details 
and evidence of uniqueness.  
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Figure 2: Typology is confirmed by matches to Eyewire Museum stratification density profiles 

Left column: Examples of en-face maximum projections of confocal images of dye-filled RGCs, 
which were used for visual morphological analysis and measurement of stratification 
density for Eyewire comparison. The characteristic morphologies of the cell types are 
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apparent. In images showing two cells, the central cell is the target example. Intensity is 
inverted for display; scale bar is 50 µm. Right column: stratification density profiles from 
confocal images (colored), Eyewire Museum type mean density profiles (black). Data from 
the two experimental techniques are expected to have differing distortions, so visual 
comparisons are qualitative. 3D images were computationally flattened before density 
analysis; see Methods. 

Several reports on the W3 line have used the labeling intensities of the somas as a guide to 
classifying the RGCs. This strategy was founded on the observation that the brightness 
distribution is bimodal, and the assertion that the bright RGCs were a single unique type. We 
found that brightly labeled RGCs fall into three distinct RGC types: F-mini-ON, UltraHighDef, and 
HighDef 2. We measured the overall distributions of the labeling intensity and soma area in 
wide-field imaging of fixed W3 retinas, shown in Fig. 3. The resulting distribution is not clearly 
multi-modal, Fig 3B, and does not have an apparent variation in mean across the horizontal 
(nasal-temporal) or vertical (dorsal-ventral) axes (Fig 3E,F). 
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Figure 3: Labeling intensity and soma area distributions show no clear separation 

A. Distribution of the area of labeled somas. B. Distribution of fluorescent labeling intensity of 
somas, showing no apparent bimodality. C. Scatter plot of soma area and labeling intensity. D. 
Somas plotted at their retinal location by area (dot size) and labeling intensity (dot color). E, F. 
Soma labeling intensity plotted across X location (nasal-temporal) and Y location (dorsal-ventral) 
on the retina. Somas, n = 2882, are from n = 2 retinas, from 2 mice.  
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Discussion 
We have identified nine unique types of retinal ganglion cells in the W3 mouse line. These types 
are matched to those found in the Eyewire Museum and RGCTypes.org datasets. The 
morphology, light response electrophysiology, and development of neurons labeled in the W3 
line have been studied previously by several groups with varying results. 

A transcriptomic classification of the W3 line found seven or more RGC types, which was 
aligned to an overall RGC dataset (Tran et al. 2019). They find Sidekick 2 in a subset of the W3 
line, which they align to the W3B, denoting it cluster 6. They additionally found cluster 3 
(F-mini-ON), cluster 4 (F-mini-OFF), cluster 2, cluster 23 (OFF trans. alpha), cluster 21, and 
cluster 30. This typology aligns well with the findings here. Validation using FOXP2 labeling 
confirms the presence of at least one type of F-mini RGC. The OFF trans. small described here 
may be a mix of F-mini-OFF and the true OFF trans. small. 

An updated version of that dataset aligns these clusters to [add here once atlas paper is 
finalized]. 

The W3 “Bright” Type 
The RGC somas labeled in the W3 line have varying fluorescent label intensity, which appears to 
correlate with cell type (Table 1). Several works have measured an apparent bimodality in that 
distribution (Y. Zhang et al. 2012; I.-J. Kim et al. 2010). Researchers have relied on the unique 
identification of the W3B, the brighter subset of the cells, as a single cell type. Some evidence 
has shown that this is the case: the density recovery profile matches what would be expected 
from a single cell type (Yifeng Zhang et al. 2012) and the presence of Sidekick 2 may mark a 
single RGC type (Krishnaswamy et al. 2015). 

In an inhomogeneously labeled genetic line containing multiple types, there is no guarantee that 
cell types can be split cleanly by labeling intensity. The intensity distribution we measured in 
wide-field imaging does not show clear peaks of multimodality, which contrasts with previous 
findings that the distribution is well fit by two Gaussians (Y. Zhang et al. 2012). If it is the case 
that each of the nine RGC types has its own distribution of brightnesses, then it is likely that the 
overlap is such that they cannot be separated from intensity data alone. Furthermore, we find 
that there is more than one RGC type within the brightly labeled subset. 

The W3B RGC type has been found to have input from several amacrine cell types. The VG3 
amacrine cell makes glutamatergic input to the W3B; this was found in three labs: The Zhou Lab 
found connectivity without the use of the W3 mouse line or validation of the RGC typology (Lee 
et al. 2014). The Sanes Lab subsequently made a similar finding, using the W3 mouse line 
(Krishnaswamy et al. 2015). The Kerschensteiner Lab made this finding without using the W3 
mouse line (T. Kim et al. 2020). The VIP amacrine cell makes GABAergic input to the W3B; this 
was found by the Demb Lab and measured in a triple transgenic W3 mouse line (Park et al. 
2015). The TH2 amacrine cell makes GABAergic input to the W3B; this was found by the 

https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/da83
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/kP87+BuyH6
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/o7gGO
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/9mKT
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/kP87
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/uJJQ
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/uJJQ
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/9mKT
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/8kHg
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/w3GR
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/w3GR
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Kerschensteiner Lab without the use of the W3 mouse line. The typology was done by matching 
light responses to the LED type, which was hypothesized by the Schwartz Lab to be the W3B, but 
which was not found in this survey. 

Although these results appear broadly coherent, a subset of them were done without the use of 
the W3 mouse line. Because the typology of the W3B type has not been confidently aligned to a 
complete dataset of types, these results may be incorrect. Unclear typology involving RGCs 
described as W3B reduces the accuracy of circuit analysis results and the replicability of the 
experiments for the field. In particular, W3B should not be used to describe a cell type that is 
more accurately described as the LED or HD2 (T. Kim et al. 2020; Tahnbee Kim and 
Kerschensteiner 2017) or as a small ON-OFF RGC of unknown type (Lee et al. 2014).  

To measure this type-based labeling intensity property accurately, a particular experiment will 
be necessary: record individual cells for their cell type by light responses, record their locations 
without the use of fluorescent dyes, then perform wide-field imaging of the cell populations as 
described here in Figure 3. 

Other W3 RGCs 
No prior works have presented physiological measurements of the dimly labeled W3 RGCs. We 
find that these are a heterogeneous population of approximately six RGC types, varying in light 
response polarity preference, soma size, and RF preference size. Their dendrites have a shared 
central-IPL stratification pattern, which may reflect a connection between the fluorescent label 
insertion site and a protein used in the dendritic stratification development process. Although 
these RGC types have varying properties, commonalities among them may make them worth 
exploring as a group, in investigations of dendritic development, cellular wiring, or specific 
properties of ON and OFF transient responses. 

Conclusions 
Incorrect cell type identification leads to conflicting results in the scientific field, which muddies 
conclusions and delays progress. The use of the term W3B to denote a single cell type should 
be restricted to studies using the W3 mouse line, and in general future work on specific cell 
types in the mouse retina should be aligned to the type-complete Eyewire Museum, Sanes 
Atlases, and Schwartz Lab/RGCTypes.org datasets [add ref to atlas]. 

Methods 
Mouse line: The Jackson Laboratory, B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-YFP)W3Jrs/J, Stock No: 033114. Mice of 
both sexes were used, ages above P30. The mice were dark adapted overnight and euthanized 
by cervical dislocation in accordance with all animal care standards provided by Northwestern 

https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/8kHg+Zhfs
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/8kHg+Zhfs
https://paperpile.com/c/D4cPWi/uJJQ
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University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animal protocols were done as 
described previously (Cooler and Schwartz 2020) 

Electrophysiology was done as described previously (Jacoby and Schwartz 2017). Stimuli and 
typology as described in Atlas paper or RGCTypes.org. Stratification analysis including 
computational flattening using ChAT labeling was performed as described previously (Cooler 
and Schwartz 2020). 

Imaging parameters for soma brightness: Nikon AR1 confocal microscope, galvo mode, single 
scan, dwell 6.2 ms, 1024x1024 resolution, 0.618 µm per pixel (632.8 µm image width), 16-bit 
depth, 4X repeat line averaging. Lens: Plan Apo VC 20x DIC N2, laser: 514.5 nm, YFP config, Z 
step: 0.9 µm each step centered on Z value with highest overall soma intensity, 25 frames depth 
or 15 frames depth, which captured the entire soma depth in the imaging field. All fields were 
imaged with the same microscope, laser, optics, and scan configurations. 

To identify somas in wide-field confocal microscopy images the CellPose software package 
was used (Stringer et al., n.d.). This uses a trained convolutional neural network to identify cell 
somas automatically. Images were masked by hand to ignore areas of retinal damage or 
folding. The results were post-processed in Python, which is available online. Soma size is 
thresholded at 50 µm2 to reject incorrectly identified somas. Label intensity was normalized 
across all fields for each retina. 
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